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^ê,3STRACT

The movement
ammonium

of nitrogen from calcium nitrater urea

sulphate surface-applied. at the rate of 500 Ib N per acre

was stud.ied.

in two

Manitoba

soils. During the 19?1 experimental

period. which lasted. from June

until Octoberr the greatest

movement

in the

downward

occurred from Ca(No3)r. flrere was some difference
movement

soil.
a¡rd.

and.

of nitrogen from urea a¡rd (tCiO)rSOO depending upon the

The

rate of oxidation of

ammonium

to nitrate

was more rapidt

the depth of penetration of nitrogen greater in the Portage

loam tha¡r

in the

Red

River clay. Migration of

ammonium

from the

point of application was limited. in both soils.
The
a¡rd.

distribution of nitrogen in the

Red

fal} of the year following application

d-isa,ppearance

partial

of applied. nitrogen from the

d.isappeara¡rce from

some uplrard movement

faII

the urea and

River soil in spring

showed an almost
(ttH*)rSOO

Ca(NO3)2

of nitrogen in the spring.

sampting there Íras

further

plot,

nlots.

total

and a

There was

However, by the

d.ownward movement

of nitrogen into

the soil profileo A similar study v¡as not carried out on the

Portage

1oam.

[]re chloride ion was applied. to the soil surface at the rate

of

500

lb CI- per acre to serve as a tracer of v¡ater movement. It

was found, however,

that the rate of chloride application

was too

low to serve thís purpose since natural soil leve1s of chloride were
verXr high.

Transport phenomena occurring d.uring the freezing process

were investigated.
was evidence

ín

column stud.ies

in the laboratory. ll¡ere

of a net tra,nsfer of moisture from the warmer to

the cold.er regions of the columns. [lhere was a]so an accÌrmu-

lation of nítrate at both the cold a¡¡d rrrarm ends of the soil
columns. Tlhe use of NO; as a t:racer of liquid movement showed
that moisture movement to the freezing zone occurred in both
the liquid. and vapour phases. Ttrere was also evidence of

a

to the warm end of the colurnn.
Ðenitrification was found to take place in the soil columns.
The rate was more rapid. in the Portage soil than in the Red. River
return flow of

condensed. vapours

to the initial moisture content. A more

soil,

and was related.

rrapid.

denitrification rate

TL¡e

substitution of

occurued.

at the higher moisture content.

Ca(tUOr), witfr ASNO, as

a tracer resulted in

a slower rate of d.enitrificationr but there was also a difference

in moisture a^nd nitrate movement.
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ri[TRoDpcTI0]I
Movement

of nitrogen in the soil is of considerable interest

a¡rd ba,s receÍved somewhat extensive

investigation.

One reason

for

this is the important role that tbis movement plays in determining
the ar¡aílability of nitrogen for plant growth. Leaching may constitute one of the most importa,nt mecha¡risms of remorral of nitrogen
from the plant root zone other thanr crop absorption and possible

d.enitrification and volatilization. Another reason is the increase

in

ar'¡areness.of

pollutants in the

envj-ronment a¡rd.

fron a,gricultural practices. It is aLready well

the contribution

lqrown

that the

efficiency of nitrogen uptake by plants is relatively low (aror:nd

5q"). A portion of the nitrogen
of the soil-plant

enr¡ironment

which escapes uptake

into

ma¡r move

out

d.ra.inage and ground waters where

nitrate is the most prevalent fortn of nitrogen. l[it¡ate

and.

nitrite

nitrogen at high concentrations in water supplies may end.anger the

animal. It has been well established that
feed lots may, under certain conditions, contribute to gror:nd water
pollution, but Little is loolrn regarding the effect of nitrogen

heaLth

of both

rna,n

and

fertiLizati-on on the nitrate content of
She movement

ground. water.

of fertilizer nitrogen is affected. by a number

of reactions which it may und.ergo in the soil system. TLre forut in
which it is added to the soil will therefore affect the way in
which it is leached ancl the extent to which it is leached from
the soil.
The objective of the first part of this investigation was to

in the field of fertil-izer nitrogen from three
d.ifferent carriers - calcium nitrate, urea and ammonium sulpþte applied at the rate of 500 LÞ Nfacre. llt¡o soil types represeating
some rrariation in reaction a¡rd texture v¡ere chosen for the exper
iment. Calcium chloride was also applied at the rate of 5O0 Ib
Cf /aæe to a1low comparison of the movement of CI a^trd Nq in
comllare

the

movement

the soil. Nitrate

a¡rd

chloride are tbe ions usnally considered

most useful as ind.icators

not

ad.sorbed by most

each other and.

soils

to

a¡rd.

movement

appear

since they are generalþ

to move at equal rates with

wÍth the water.

llhe second part of
study

of water

exannine some

this investigation involved a laboratory

of the tra.nsport

the freezing process in the soil.

phenomena

that

acconpan¡r

Ttre convective and d.iffusive

fairly extensiveþ studied by a
Eov¡everr ver¡r little info::mation is ar¡ailable

tra.nsport of nitrate has been
number

of workers.,-

on the transport

of nitrate wrder non-isothermal cond-itions.

na,tural conditions thermal grad.ients are always present
upper layers

of the soil.

Such gradients are associated

in

Unêen

the

with mois-

ture transfer within the soil profile. fhermally induced moisture
translocation may significa^ntly influence the net transfer of
moisture and. dissolved. plant nutrients by chang'ing the noisture
content gradients within the

the results of experÍments

of an ice

phase wouLd.

soil profile. It

was expected from

done by other workers

greatly

enhance

the

a¡nor:nt

salt transfer r¡nd.er a temperature gzudient.
I¡r l¡lanitoba where farmla¡rd. is subjected to

that the

presence

of moisture and
severe cold

3

for almost five months of the yearr soils freeze to a depth
of approximately 4 to J feet each winter. lltrerefore co}¡¡nn studies
ürere oarlied out in the Laborator6r to examine water a¡rd nitrate transfer
weather

under a tempera,ture gradient

with the cold-sid.e temperature below

freezing.

l.- .1

i'

,

LTTERAIURE RTffTEff
FACTORS AFFECTTNG NITROGMT MOVtrIMIT

The mobiLity
a,nd.

of nitrogen in the soil is a fi:nction of the chemical

physical properties of the soil

actually prevails in the soil.

literaturer listed.

some

a¡rd.

ltromas

the climatic environment which

(fgfO) in a review of the

of the soil physical chara,cteristics affecting

the mcvement of nitrogen as po?e-size heterogeneity, capillary
cond-uctivity, water content a¡rd the presence of a water tabLe.
Pore-size heterogeneity
An aggregated.

soil has both intra-aggregate a¡rd. inter-aggregate

pore space. Coarse-textured., sand.y soils, however, have little

aggregation. In the most simple case, the solvent would.
uniform rate through a porous

med.ium composed

are inert to both solvent

solute.

a¡¡d.

move

at

a

of uniform particles that

The solvent and. solute

wouLd.

at the same rate through pores of r¡niforrn size that are al1
completely filIed.. Und.er these conditions, if the solute were introd.uced

move

across the column at a r:niform d.epth, the concentration of the solute
would. be d.escribed. by a normal

colunn. lfhe curve wou1d. be

d.istribution curve moving

the

s¡rmmetrical about the maximum concentration

(or peak of the distribution curve)
where the numbers

d.or,rn

of pore volumes

a"td would. be found.

was equal

at the d.epth

to soLvent add-ed. after the

introd.uction of the soLute.
Under soiL conditions

this ideal simplified situation is rareLy

realized.. Soil particres are neither uniform in size nor completely
inert to water or d.issolved, salts. F\¡rthermore, water from rainfall

5

or irrigation is not

add.ed

continuously at a uniform rate. Ïn aII

but single-grain structured. soils there is a bimodal pore size
d-istribution with the larger pores conducting most of the water at

Ieast in the upper part of the soil.
showed

Horton

and-

Hawkins (f965)

that the percolation of rainwater through the soil to

the

water table was accomplished- throughout most of the flow path by
downward displacement

of water previously retained by the soil at

fietd. capacity. This is contrary to the formerly wid.ely

accepted

belief that rainwater percolates to the water table primarily through
pores which are not filled. v¡ith water at field- capacity. Bven with
abnormally large amounts
most

of rain

and.

with the soil at field- capacityt

of the rainwater that infiltrates large

pores by the tíme

po?es

flows to smaller

it has penetrated. the large pores a few feet.

2A

DrO-'\a tracing of soil moisture

movement

by Haskell

(L964) also demonstrated a domward displacement

The

and- Hawkins

of soil moisture by

infiltrating rain.
The miscible displacement studies
and-

of Biggar

and Nielsert (t962)

Nielsen and Biggar (l9A4 L962) suggest that movement of infil-

trating water from larger to smaller pores may continue until it results
in a dot¡nward displacement of soil moisture present in the soil at
field- capacity. A solution of a tracer ion flowing in the soil
enters the smaller pores where almost stagpant water zones act

soon
as

sinks to ionic diffusion. As a result, the diffusion of the tracer

ion occurs from the largel pores having a high concentration into
the smaller ones of lower concentration causing it to lag behind the
rn¡ater

front.

moves through

The concentration

of ions not lost in the smaÌI pores

quickly with the water front. Va}ues of ratio of hold--

back

to water content

have been measured to be three

to four

times

greater for unsaturated. cond.itions than ¡rhen the soil was saturated..
Desaturation of the soil eliminates larger flow channels

the fraction of water wíthin the soil which
The proportion

d-oes

of film water is significantly

and"

not readily

increases
move.

increaseC and. the ion

d.istribution i'aithin the various-sized pores is mod.ified accorriing to
changes

in film thick¡iess

and.

pore saturation. A soil which exhibits

greater hold-back has a larger number of slovrly conductíng pores which

act as sinks for a tracer such as wOI ion

and.

a greater volume of

water must pass through the soil to reduce the $0, ion to a low

concentration. Thus it is apparent that the d.istribution of an ion
some

distance from its source depends upon the geometry of the porous

material in addition to the physical

ion in solution

and-

and. chemical

interaction of that

the med.ia d.urinE flor,¡.

Capillary c onductivity
fhe capillary conductivity of a dryÍng soil together wíth the
evaporative potential determines whether or not evaporation of water

v¡iII occur from a wet soil surface.

When growing

plants are present

on the Iand., both tra¡rspiration by plants and evaporation from soils
may operate as vapour

each other

sources. In this case the two sources supplement

in attempting to supply water rapíd.Iy

climatic potentíal. In the

absence

enough

to satisfy the

of plants, evaporation from the

land constitutes the sole vaÞour loss mecha,nism. fn this case one of
the mechanisms bþ which the soil controls the rate of evaporation is

the limiting of the water suppLy to the evaporative site.

Coarse-

textured soils generally have higher furd.raulic cond.uctivities at low

water suction (near saturation) tfran
1963i i,tril-Iisr1960). The reverse
r,¡ater suctions and

ma.ny

soils

d-o

fine-textured ones (Jackson,

is generally true at trigher soil

have nearly id-entical

capillary

conductivities at about 1 bar soif suction. Thus in coarseF as

to fine-texturecl soils,

add.ed.

rapidty when the soil is wet

water is transmitted-

and. upward

compared

d.orvnr,¡ard- more

more slorvly as

the surface

layers clry.
The

soils in

effect of evaporation on solute
subhumid, semi-arid- arrd. arid.

movement

is important in

reg'ions. It is

expected. that

evaporation from bare soils r+ould impecle the rate of dor'rnward solute
movement. Cassel

plots,

and- found.

ions, are
r.¡ater

(igZf)

compared,

solute movement in covered.

that soluble saIts, ín particular nitrate

leached.

if r+ater is

to greater soil

d-epths

rate,

measur-ed

and.

chloride

per unit of applied. irrigation

applied- u¡d.er cond.itions

A higfÌ evaporation

and. bare

of no evaporation.

by the open pan methodr is not

as Iikely to cause upward- movement of solutes as is a lower evaporation

rate ¡rhich pernrits the soil surface to remain r¡et. At high rates of
evaporation from bulk water, the rate of evaporation from the surface

of the soil

exceed.s

the rate at which water could be conducted

at a gradient of matric suction low enough to
Accord.ingly the surface

keep

of the soil d.ries ar¡d. the

upr.rard

the surface moist.

maximum

rate of

evaporation is controlled. by the rate at which water is conC'ucted
through the soil to the surface. Flow through the d.ry layer is by
vapour d"iffusíon, æd the rate

layer.

Accord.ing

to

Gardner

of

such depend.s on the porosíty

(f958)r the rate at which r'¡ater

of the

can

be Lost by vapour d-iffusion through a dry surface layer of soil is

I
usually less than

2O

per cent of the

maximum

rate of loss by evaporation

soil that is moist at tbe surface. The importance to nitrogen
movement lies in the fact that the barrier to upward water conduction
in the liquid. phase also exclud.es the upward movement of nitrogen.
At low rates of evaporation from buLk water the rates of evaporation
from

from soiL and. from bulk water are approximately the sânêo the rate

soil

is controlled. by the environmental
cond.itions that controlled. the rate of evaporation from bulk water
a¡rd. not by the properties of the soil. This is explained. on the basis
that the conductivity of soiLs for water is great enough to keep
them moist to the surface at loti rates of evaporation. ünd.er these
conditions a great d.ea} of solutes carr a,ccumulate at the soil surface.
Wetselaar (fgAf) showed that the effect of evaporation in moving
nitrate back toward.s the surface is important in the upper 3O cm (f ft)
of soil. ChLoride and. nitrate applied to a tropical soil moved
d.ovner"¡ard. following a rain but moved. upward. toward the soil surface
as the soil d.ried. out. This upward- movement was restricted. to the
top 45 cm (lå ft) of soi} implying that an¡r nitrate which has been
leached. below this Cepth maf not be recovered in the topsoil by
capillary movement. flhus upward. movement of soil nitrate is retarded.
if soiL moisture is moved deeply enough into the soil profile.
of

evaporation from the

surface

tüater content

lhe water content of a soil influences both the
d.ownward

d.iffusion or spreading of nitrogen. The data of Stewart and.

Eck (1958) inaicate
applíed.

upward. and. the

that there is a downward spreading of surface-

nitrate nitrogen at all moisture leve1s from moisture equivalent

to th'e lJ

atmosphere percentage. Howeverr

the

amou¡rt and. d.epth

of

this spreading is d.efÍnitely affected by the moisture content of
soi1. Downward d.iffusion d.ecreases as the soil moisture content
decreases. She d.ecrease in downwar¡ù movement at low moisture
contents is attributed to a d.iscontinuity of water filns among

the

in tortuousity of the path (Porter et a1.,
1960). GeneralLy, dorrrnward movement of water Ís rather rapid in
the macropore systems of a medium- or coarse-textured. soil. Because
particles

a¡rd.

a¡r increase

of the generally lower water contents of well-drained

it is

thought t'}rat a sandy

than a clay

soiI.

soil

would. lose

is

Eowever, there

ting the d-epth of nitrate

movement

some

nutrients

sandy

more

soilst

easily

d.ifficulty in correla-

with the soil texture. This is

(fe ins) of soil, water
movement can occur at so many d.ifferent water contents in the same
soil depending on the amor¡nt and. frequency of application. Miller
et aI. (tg6S) for:¡rd, that intermittent ponding of 5 cm (e ins)
applications produced slightly more efficient leachíng per inch
mainly because

at

d.epths below

the top 30

cm

of water applied tharr d.id intermittent 15 cm (6 ins)

cations. Similar behaviour
columns studied by Corey

was

r:nsatur"ated.

also evid.ent in flow in

appli-

sa,ndstone

et al. (1963). flhe difference in leaching

characteristics r¡nder the two

to the

pond.íng

method.s

of appLication

was attributed.

flow conditions in the intermittent

method combined

with the sLower flow rate which allows more time for d.iffusion.
fhese stud.ies predict tba,t under
provid.e a more

field conditions rainfall

efficient leaching

data by Gardner

a¡rd"

would-

tha^r¡ continuous pond.ing. Howevert

Gardner (t969) indicate

that the total water

10

lost by evaporation from soil ¡'¡oul.d. be nearly twice as rmrch for
the sa;ne time period for a water regine where three increments of
J cn (Z ins) of water are applied compared with one increment of
15 cm (6

ins) of water.

These contrad'ictory

results ind-icate

to relate water and solute movement
for water regimes both in tbe presence and in the absence of erra¡r
oration frorn the soil surface.

that

more research

ís

necessary

Water table
A rn¡ater table influences leaching througb ttro opposite effects
which Íray occ¿?. A water table

or

pan which supports

a temporary

water table tend.s to promote the upward. movement of wate:r and nitrate
during a dry period. However, since a high water tab}e tends to
keep the

soil moist

most

of the time, a hea'q¡ rain

causes water and'

nitrate to move domr the larger pores without losing rmrch in the
aggregates. The fraction of intra-aggregate to inter-aggregate
pore space is small r¡rder these conditions so that the holdback of
nitrate by the soil is consequently smaL1. Itrarmsen and. Kolenbrander
(lf/6Ð in a review of the research on soil inorga.nic nitrogen also
discussed' the infruence

th¿t leaching

of the water table on leaching:'

was more rapid.

water tables are deep in the

the

upward. movement

moisture

at high than at low water table.

Where

soil they have litt1e or no influence

of water.

is not d,ependent

lflhey observed

on

Und.er such cond.itions upward movement

on moisture being supplied by a

of

free water

table; the moisture now moves in the unsaturated state. Consequenti-y
water eriraporated. fron a soil surface will be in part replaced by Liqtrid
movenent from r:nsaturated. Layers

below. This novement, though slowt

I1

camies soluble ions with it as d-oes liquid novement in the saturated

state. In

most cases the amount

of mobile nitrogen in the subsoil is

rather low and rising moj.sture brings tittle nitrogen to the topsoil.
However,

in

some instances where

accu¡nulation

soil conditions

have favoured an

of nitrate in subsoil layers (trietselaar, I)60;

Michalyna,

1959), the upward- d.isplacement of moisture can bring about an increase

in nitrogen in the root
TRANSPORT

0F

zone

AI'IMONILIIvI NïTROGEN

Ammonia and ammonium
-*-+

NHi

ion,

solution

of the soil.

NH, gas

nitrogen occur in soils in three forms: the

or NHOOH.

d.epends on

,--,
¡forms
The equilibrium between the f,ithree

the solution pH.

The form

in

in which they are added.

to the soil has a marked effect on pH near the point of application.
NH, or a,qua ffi3 (UUOOtt) produces a very alkaline solution whereas
(lfnO)rSOO produces a slightly acidic one. In solution at pH 6 there

is

1BOO

times as much NHT as

NH,OH

44-J'

plus NH., but at pll 8 there

18 times as much. Ammonia can be produced
pH

in the soil

is sufficiently high to induce the formation of

carbonate

in the soil

may

is

only

provided. the

ammonia.. Calcium

result in a pil above 8 which is sufficiently

high to induce the formation of

ammonia from ammonium

ions.

The

important point of this discussion is that fffff is relatively immobile

in the soil

whereas

NIIOOH and.

Addition of fertílizer

NH, move much more

ammonium

freely.

nitrogen to soils gives rise to

ion-exchange reactions and microbiological reactions which

susceptibility to leaching.

Ammonium

by the exchange complex of soil clays

affect its

nitrogen Ís held rather tightly
a^nd.

organic matter in an

equilibrium with other ions in the soil solution. Ïons in excess of

L2

adsorption dema¡d.s remain in solution

water.

The movement of a^mmoniun

movement

of water.

not only on water
Ray

et aI. (fg¡f)

ammonium

move

with the

of

such novenent, however,

d.epend.s

that the

retention of

movement a¡rd

appLied

nitrogen in four Southern Minnesota soils were closely

Movement

movement was

exchange

is predominantly

with a low cation

d.ownward

in the coarse-textured. soil

nearly equal ín all d.irections

in the finer-textured. soils
a¡rd.

of

much smaller

magnitud.e. Nelson (fgl¡) studied. the movement of nitrate and

nitrogen from ammonium nitrate in a virgin fine

sand.y loam

irrigation

not

that

a¡nmonium

reLated.

capacities of the respective

exchange capacity whereas

a¡¡d. found"

soiL

but also on other soil characteristics.

movement,

to both the textures a¡rd. cation
soils.

are free to

nitrogen is closely related. to the

The magnitud.e

showed

a.r¡d

nitrogen

d.id.

move

ammonium

soil

und.er

nore tha¡¡

3 or 4 inches with the irrigation water. Various other investigators
(Benson and Barnettr1939; Jackson and. Cha^ngrI947) have

the retention of

anmonium

also reported.

nitrogen within a few inches of the point

of applÍcation until nitrified.
Other factors which affect adsorption
amrnonium

a¡rd.

therefore movement of

nitrogen are the soil reaction and nature of the

material.

Acid.

forest soils

capacity after addition of

have a low ammonium

ammonium

fixation

exchange
and.

chlorid.e (Overreinrlp6p). This

is ascribed partly to the relativel-y high concentration of
to a lesser extent to the

ions

and.

acid.

soil. Overreinrs findings are in
J.

on NIÍo

presence

of Al

agreement

a¡rd.

(Barshad rl954).

hydrogen

Fe ions

in the

with the observations

fixation under acid. soil cond.itions reported. in

"*n""tr"rrt

retention

another

t{

Alkaline soils adsorb more nitrogen from
from

a¡nmonium

Ad-d.ition
and.

of

hydroxid.e v¡hile the reverse

is true for acid soiIs.

this increases the fraction of nitrogen in the

NHOOH

d.ue

to ion

from the zone
pH can

sui-phate tharr

sulphate to an alkaline soil decreases the

ammonium

Since the d.iffusion

of

ammonium

pH,

ammonium form.

coefficient of NHl
in the soil is smaller than that
+
excha,¡rge

reactions, the

movement

of

amrnonium away

of application is restrictea (eang et al.r1973).

affect the rate of d.iffusion of

ammonium

Thus

by modifying the ratio

to NH,OH. It can also affect the ad.sorption of NHI through
444
its effect on the exchange capacity. The total cation exchange capacity

of

NHT

of soil

d.epend-s

on the amount and. kind.

of

exchange

material present.

Soils v¡hich contain montmorillonite clay generally have a relatively
high cation exchange capacity which is not pH-dependent. Those in
which furCrous mica

kaolinitic soils

is the chief type of clay are intermediate, while

have a low plI-d.ependent cation exchange capacity.

I{owever, the capacity

of a kaolinitic soil rich in

humus may exceed

that of a montmorillonitic soil containing ari egual

amount

of clayt

but poor in humus. In such a soil rich in humus, ad.d.ition of
can cause a reduction
d.uction

exchange capacity through the pro-

of H*. This d.ecrease in the ad.sorption capacity of the soil

results ín

increased.

The a¡nmonium

to thg

in cation

(mlO)rSOO

movement

mobilitf of

I'lHj.

ion is subject to nitrification, which is important

of nitrogen

nitrate or nitrite is

when applied.

prod.uced

in the

ammonium

form.

lühen

the convection or diffusion of these ions

takes place readily. The rate at r¡hieh nítrification takes place
d.epend.s

on the

fertilizer concentration. Tyler et aI. (lgfr)

shor+ed.

L4

that the greater over-all lateral

and

vertical diffusion of

ammonium

nitrogen in coarser textured- soils reduced tire ffUþiV concentration
alIowed.
The

nitrification to

results of

r.¡ork done by Pang

that the

They found-

proceed more

iiUj-type fertilizers

magnitude

rapidly fol-lolving application.

et al. (fgf¡) support these find-ings.
I'lO] or N0] production from ba^nd-applied

rrias dependent upon

characteristics can restrict

movement

the concentration. Soil

of

nitrification occurs to transform

to a more mobirle form it
TRANSPoRT

the

0F

ammonium away

from the zone

of the transformation

and cause a retardation

of application
Unless

of

and-

some

process.

of the applied- nitrogen

does not become r,¡el1 'd.ístributed.

in the soil.

URFrA NITRoGmÍ

movement

of urea like that of

ammonium

nitrogen is complicated-

by the number of possible reactions r,¡hich it ca¡r undergo in the soil"
Urea

is

hydrolysecl

read-i1¡r sol-uble

to

ammonium

in water,

carbonate by

and-

the dissoLved- urea is

soil bacteria

and Kroontje (1961) trave demonstrated-

and- enz¡rmes. Chin

the rapid þdrolysis of urea'

This rate varies between soils, but is temperature-clependent in

particular soiI. It is also

a

dependent on the nature and- cond.ition

the soíI, level of application,

and.

of

probably other factors. Gasser

(tgSg) and Ernst and Massey (fgeO) have shor¡n that follovring Ïrydrolysist

loss of nitrogen by volatilization is often significant. The nitrific-.

ation reaction following hyd-rolysis of urea to

arnmoniurn

carbonate, though

less rapid., proceed.s readil-y and closely resembles the conversion of
other

arnnoniu¡n

carriers to nitrate.

Experiments have shown

but ít is

much

that urea can be moved through soil

columns

less subject to leaching than is nitrate (Broadbent et

L'
al.r1!!B;

Í[his is believed to be d.ue to

Conrad. a¡rd Ad.amsr1940).

retention of urea by weak adsorption forces, hyd.rolysis to

a¡nmonia which

is then held. as an exchangeable cation or to a combination of the two.
It is possible to

demonstrate the

fact that urea is

held- by weak adsorp-

tion forces by elution a,naLysis. Sroad.bent et al. (fg58)
nitrate

was eluted.

first

and.

showed.

had a higher narrower peak than

that

urea.

The

separation betv¡een peaks was much better in a clay than in a sandy loa¡n.
Chin

and-

Kroontje (fg63) have attributed urea retention in soils

to processes involving the formation of relativei-y stabler
complexes between urea

hyd.rolysis)
between

and.

(or nitrogen

compounds produced.

non-leachable

during urea

organic matter. They also noted. that differences

soil t¡pes with respect to urea adsorption

hlere

primarily rel-

to organíc matter content. F\rther support for this theory is
provid.ed. by work done by Ovemein (f968)" He investigated the effects
ated.

of urea application rate on logses of nitrogen by leaching in
forest soil profile.
or

The accumulated. losses

of nitrogen Ïrere slight

at urea application rates less than

even negative

anr acid.

ZJO

kg urea N/ha.

At these rates a greater proportion of the added. N was retained.
the raw

humus

layer.

Evid.ence

by

of a saturation point with respect to

the over-all urea retention in the

rar"¡ humus was provid.ed.

by a

marked.

switch from negative to highly positive leaching Losses at application

rates exceeding
compared.

2)O kg

llfna. In

ariother study, Overrein (tgSg)

the leachability of urea,

acid forest soil.

He found.

a¡nmonium and.

that nitrogen

occupied a position intermed.iate between

add.ed

nitrate

susceptibility to leaching. Cole a¡rd. Gessel

nitrate nitrogen in
as

a¡r

a¡nmonium cbLorid.e

and.

urea in its

GgeS) working with

mod"en-

l_o

ately acid forest soils, found that 88 per cent of nitrogen
ammonium

hear,¡r

tion

add-ed. as

sulphate passeC' throu-gh the forest floor Curing a periocl of

rainfaIl,

t¡hereas the corresponding

figure for the urea aÞplica-

was 6J per cent.

In short-term leaching experiments on acid.
soils,

Broadbent

et al. (fg$) founa that urea

intermediate betiueen nitrate

leaching.

To accorxrt

anC. a¡nmonium

N

1{

based- on

emphasis rvas placeC. on the humus

out of the hu¡u.s and nitrogen
The experimental i^¡ork

soils not directly

forest soil

used.

occupied a position

in its su.sceptibilíty to

layer. ï^fithout a d.oubt greai differences exist
soil portion.

alkaline California

for the d.ifference in their l'¡ork as compared to

that of Overrein (fggg11969), great
movement

and-

movement

of

comparable

between nitrogen

within the rmd-erlying

Broa.d.bent

et aI" (fg:g) is

to the highly acicl poclzolic

in Overreints lysimeter investigation - neither

phJ'sicallyr chemically nor biochemically.

ïn

most

movernent

agricultural soils

rvhere

of surface-applied urea nitrogen is believed. to be of little

practical importance and generally
immobile

hydrolysis is very rapid, the

like

TRÁ¡TSPoRT

ammonium

qF ITITRATE

shoulcl be considered

relatively

nitrogen.

NTTROGmT

For cropped agricultural lanil it is generally accepted. that the
drainage nitrogen losses from the

soil consist primarily of nitrate.

Nitrate nitrogen is considereiL mobile in the soil water since it is
only rueakJy aclsorbed by some soils and not at all by others. ft is
generally

assumed-

ad.sorption

that N0]

noves

at the

sa¡ne

rate as r¡ater

is not a major consideration (Pratt et al. ]972;

anC.

that

Stevrart,

17

L97O).

Hor^rever,

ad.sorption

in

occurs. I{injo

some aciC-

ad.sorption

in soils high in

soils of

d-epend-ecl

and

inorganic material, positive

amorphous

Pratt (lglt)

demonstratecl N0] ad-sorption

Mexico and. South America. The magniiu¿e

on the NOl concentration anC the pH

of

electrolyte sofution. Soils ].r, t"*p""ate regions contain

2:t type layer silicate clay minerals

and,

in

such

soils

of this

the

Þred-ominantly

NOl

is not

adsorbecl. ïnstead. NOI is repelIed. by the negatively cttarg-"d soif

particles g'iving the effect of a negative adsorption.
Results of a laboratory stud.y caruied out by Thomas

a¡rd, Swobod-a

(fgZO) suggest that anion exclusion plays an important part in

increasing the movement of salt through soils with high cation-exchange

capacities. Tt is not

suggested.

that their

i,rork adequately d-escribes

leaching und.er field- conditions. There are other fa,ctors of equal or

greater importance than anion exclusion in determining the rate of

salt

movement through

soils.

and Swoboaa (f9?O) from

and.

the conclusions

marle

by

Thomas

their laboratory study fit field observations

of efficient leaching on the
shor¡n

HoÌ+ever,

soils. lyer (f965arb) has also

sarne

a quantitative relationship

betr^reen

the d-epth of aníon Ieaching

the quaxrtity of soil i^¡ater urhich does not hold. a¡rions.

the anion exclusion volume, the
given soil water content

and.

d-eeper

TLre

salts will be leached at

application.

larger
a

The anion exclusion effects

at lor¡er moj.stu-re Ieve1s, inC.icating that Cland- IIO] ions are not perfect tracers of all the moisture contained. in

become-

more intense

unsaturated. soiIs"
The importance

ally r:nd-isputed-.

of nitrate in leaching losses of nitrogen is

I{orvever

there is

much

conflict of opinion over

gener*

the

1B

magnitude
and.

of

such

losses.

The

effects of cropping, climate,

management

soil cond.itions are reflected. in the various figures reported'
Allison (tgef)

concluded

that leaching of

N03-N would be

of

significance in d.ryland. farming where the soil was frozen

little

d.uring winter months.

agricultural

Land.

In the prairie provinces

is either

seeded

most

of the

improved

to annual crops, or is in

summer-

fallow in preparation for a¡mual crops of the following ]reârr Fallowing
can

affect the l-evel of available soil nitrogen.

fate of

such nitrogen

is very importa¡rt in

.4.

ianowled.ge

strea¡ns and

lakes. Nitrate nitrogen is

produced. mainly

surface six inches wlrere fresh organic matter is being
flhe amount of

varies

nitrate nitrogen that

d.epend-ing on

content.

the

d.ecid.ing whether, and.

to what extent fallowing contributes to the nitrate nitrogen
in

of

if

so

for:nd

in the

add.ed.

reguJ.arly.

accumulates d.uring fallowing

the soil characteristics

The values usualLy range from 40

and.

to

organic matter

100 pound.s of nitrogen

per acre to a depth of 2 feet (nid.ley and Hecllinr1967¡

$ecl.1inr1970;

Pau1rl972). trbequently though, nitrate produced at the surface
be leached. beyond. the four foot depth which is the

ma:cimr:¡n

may

d.epth

for

appreciable root activity of most spring grains (Uictratyna]959¡ Staple
arrd.

LeharrerL)J2). Summerfallowing can be justified. in regions where

soil water d.eficit is the only fac-i;or that restricts pLant growth and.
irrigation is not feasible. fn such semi-arid. regionsr nitrate
downward.

with percolating water

may be brought back

leached.

by evaporating

water (iUiilerrIg06; Krantz et aI. rL943), though generally, this is

not reported.

In

Southwestern Saskatchel¡an Ðoughty

et a1. (tg=+)

measured

19

of

N03-N accumulations
zone

100

to

400 pound.s per acre beLow the root

(4 feet) in soils cultivated. 12 to 14 years in a spring-wheat-

fallow sequence.
3olton

and-

movement

his

No accumulation

eo-?üorkers (fgZO)

of

NOr-N was found

too,

demonstrated

in

grassland^s.

that the

amount

of

varies r^rith the kind. of vegetation growing on the la¡rd.

They stud.ied. the nitrogen content

of water in tile drains

pLaced-

at

a d-epth of six feet as affected by ferti3.izer application and cropping
system over a 7 year

period.

The average concentration

of nutrients

in effluent from the tiLe drains reflected the effect of cropping
system and- fertilizer

application.

The a¡nount

from corn plots without any comrnercial

of nitrog:en lost

fertilizer

ùtas approximately

lO times that lost from fertilized. bluegrass plots. Leaching of
N03-N can occur on

soils in corn or similar

relatively low t¡ater requirement

rovü

crops having a

d.uring May and. June, the months of

highest precipitation (Power, llJO).
Cunningham and. Cooke

Iêvels of

tA¡t1-tl and. IrTO,-N

4J

either kept bare or

in a hearty soit at

solrn r,rith ryegrass

of nitrogen fertilizers.
rainfall (which

(fg58) fotlowea the changes occuring in

They for::rd.

with

Rotharnsted", trhich was

and.

+¡ithout the add.ition

that only persistent

caused drainage through 20 inches

reduce higtr levels

of nitrate in the surface soil.

the d-ecrease in the surface soil nitrate levels

of soil)

and. hear6r
cou1d.

However, r'¡hereas

I¡Ias accompanied- by

in subsoil nitrate levels in the fertilized. plotsr there
was no correspond-ing increase in the unfertilized" plots. They estimated.
a¡¡ increase

that the losses of nitrogen from the cropped. soil which were not accountedfor by uptake by grass probably d.id. not exceed. one-tenth of the quantity

20

applied-. 0n a light soil, nitrate is
removed- from

leached. more

easily

the root range of crops by rainfall (ifebster

and.

possibly

and- Gasserr l-g5g).

Field trials u.sing isotopic nitrogen ínclicate that the

d.egree

of crop recovery of applied. nitrogen ranges from 3O to 45 per

cent

first year in l,la¡ritoba (Ctror1968). However, because of the
low rates of application relative to crop removal, nitrate pollution of

d-uring the

r.:ater reservoirs

in prairie provinces due to application of

fertilizer

unlikely.

seems

triiagner (1956) whose d.ata

-

Low crop recovery v¡as

chemical

also reported. by

also suggested extensive leaching.

Samples

of internal drainage waters collected. periodically d-uring fou-r years
inclicated- a

subsoil.

significant

a¡nount

of nitrate nitrogen leached through the

Recovery by the crop averaged-

amount applied-, suggesting

only about 35 per cent of the

that liberal fertilization

may

lead to

leaching of large a¡nounts of nitrate from a soiI, and- its possible
movement

into

und-erground-

aquifers. A simil-ar opinion

l+as expressed

by Johnston et al. (t165) lr'ho found high percentages of applied-

nitrogen in tile drainage effluent
There nere

und-er

different cropping prograrns.

sufficient nu-trients in the effluent to possibly

cause

significa,nt growth of algae in the downstream ditches.

It has been shor,rn that the
does not necessarily mean
way

presence

of nitrate in tile drains

that the nitrate r¡ill eventually find- its

to v¡ater reservoirs. In field- studies at Brawleyr Californiat

his co-workers GgAg) found that nitrate from heavily
fertilized. plots d.isappeared as the soil solution approached. the v¡ater

I[ee]r and

table
d

eep

vshich !¡as approximately

6 feet cleep. On the othes hand., some

r'rells in California ranging from 760 feet to 1254 f eet

2L

contained approximately 1 ppm in 1950, 17 to 30 ppm ín 1959 and. 10

to U
of

ppm NO,-N

wÌ6r

and

in

ín

one case

1962 (BroadbentrLg?1). There

nitrate

d-isappeared- when

it

is no full explanation

reached.

the groundwater

did not disappear in the other case although this nitrate stability

car¡ be accounted
Meek

for by the lack of enerry for d.enitrifying

et al. (tg6g) correlated. their nitrate concentration

orga,nisms.

decrease

a¡rd

its eventual disappearance with a decrease in the redox potential.
Thus, d.enitrification l,ras proposed. as a pathway for loss of nitrate

in the fieLd.. It is therefore d-esirable to
when

it occurs below the root

zone

promote

in order to

d.enitrification

reduce

nitrate

contami-

nation of ground.water. It is possible to increase d.enitrification
before the soil water enters the tile line (Meek et al.rI9?O). This
may

be accomplished. by submerg'ing the tile lines, thus causing the

soil solution to flow through a zone of saturated soil
would. be more favou¡able

in

for reduction.

such a submerged. zone would. depend.

and. d.issolved. oxygen

carbon camied.
Meek

d.ornrn

et al. (fgZO)

solubl-e carbon

The

where conditions

d.enitrificatior¡ rate

to a large extent on the nitrate

concentrations and. on the qua,ntity of soluble

in the soil solution to the submerged.

al-so demonstrated.

that periodic drying

in the soil solution, which t,rould.

tend.

to

zone.

increased

promote

d-enitrification.
uiIEo,RT

pF
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0F NITRoG${ ]N SOIL

Nitrogen dissolved. in the soil solution can move by molecular

or ionic d.iffusion due to concentration gradients within the solutiont
to

flow of the soil solution. The processes

or by convectíon

d.ue

of d.iffusion

convection ca,n occur simuLta¡¡eously, either in the

and.

mass

¿¿

sa¡ne

an¿

direction or in opposition. Factors rorhich determine the extent

direction of

1) tire concentrati.on

N movement by convection are

of nÍtrogen in the soil solution, Z) ttre d-irection
of the soil solution, 3) ttre soil texture

and-

rate of

movement

and cation exchange capacityt

4) tne degree of interactíon betr,.¡een nitrogen in the soil solution and.
the soil constituents, 5) tfre rate of transformation of nitrogen into
various forms.

Ðiffqsion

Diffusion in soils can occur only in that fraction of the soil
which is filled l.rith water (or air in the case of vapour d-iffusion).
For d-iffusion through the soil water, Fickrs first larv of C.iffusion
may be

written:
J

/r \

='4e#
qx

l¡here J is the fl¿x of the d-iffusing su-bstance per rrnit area of soilt
D

the effective d-iffusion coefficient, 0 the

volume

basis,

C the concentration

soil r,¡ater anC. x the
effect of

aCsorbed-

space

r"¡ater content on a

of the d.iffusing

variable.

Because

substance

of tortuousity

in the
and the

roater, D in the soil is generally less than in bulk

lvater. In the case of a saturated soil, I is equal to the porosity.
The d.iffusion ^coefficient decreases with d-ecreasing wetness Br so
that J is strongly

depend-ent upon

the d-egree of unsaturation. This

of Porter et al. (fg6O) and Klute and Letey
(f959). D is also d.epend.ent upon temperature and. to some extent
upon concentration. To preserve electrical neutralityr the diffusion
is borne out by the

of

d-ata

an¡r i.on must be accompanied by the C.iffusion

ions.

The

of

some

other ion or

effective d.iffusion coefficient for a combination of

i-ons

is

some average

of the separate coefficients for the C.ifferent ionic

species.
The

constitutive relation, or forcæfh:x relation as expressed-

by Fickts first law should. be

combined-

rr¡ith the equation of continu-ity

to Cescribe d.iffusive transport in soil (one climensional form). The
resulting second order equation or Fickts second larr¡ of d-iffusion
is

#=rnu#
âe=t^ azc
at æ

or

is the quantity of

¡.¡here M

substance per

(2)
(¡

unit

)

volume

of soil

and-

of equation (3) is ttrat the rate of
increase in concentratíon of a substance r^¡ithin a fÍxed. volume is

/ Ís time.
d-ue

The physical meaning

onl¡' to the net influx of the substance transported- by the

concentration gfadient. There are many solutions of equation (3)
d-epend.ing u-pon

Diffusion

the bounclary conditions.

anC chemical reaction

If nitrogen is

ad.sorbed.

or produced- in the soil according to

an essentially ireversible reaction, a term expressing the time rate

of reaction is

ad.d-ed.

to the d-iffusion equation. Equation (¡) *ty

then be written

#='(euÐ

+

I

\4)

is the volumetric reaction rate v¡hich may be a function of
position, concentration or time. A form of eqoation (4) is generally

urhere Q

used.

in soil science to

or denitrification.
C

(Ctror

Q

d.escribe nitrogen transport r'rith prod.uction

is

commonly chosen

to be a linear function of

L}TL). This choice makes the resultant equation linear

and-
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the analytical solution easily for:nd.

If the reaction rate is proportional to the concentration,
then

at-)"fit þC (¡)

æ _ro"t
where É

I

is the reaction rate c,onstant and. i refers to either production

or d-isappearance. Substitution of

C

;

,',

,

=c'u*kt into equation (5)

results in the f'ollowing equation:

oc*=^4at u Ti-

which is id.entical in form with equation (l).
equation (l) l= generally .tkt

(É.\
(b/

Thus the solution

of

times greater or less than the

'

'

'

solution of equation (3). The above analysis ind.icates that the
d.iffusive transport of a species such as NOI in soil

may be

greatly

altered. d-epend.ing upon the presence or absence of chemical reaction.

Diffusion

and.

convection

ïf the soil sol-ution ítself is flor'ring within the soil,

then

nitrogen dissolved. in the solution will be carried along with it.
Neglecting Itsalt sievingfl and. other interaction effects (Kemperr1960),

the flux of nitrogen

d.ue

to water movement is simply

r = 1c

,,.,; ,:,.;,,,,

(z)

f is the fh:x of water in the x d.irection (i.e. the volume
of water crossing unit area in unit time). This flux can be related.

where

to the

average

velocity of water in the soil, V, by the expression

!=ua . The rate of change of nitrogen content of the soil per unit
volume of soil due to convection is then r^rrítten
or4 = --a-¿. = -a-ú'\
fr=
?x
ol

Both

I

anð,

C may be functions ofJ6.

(8)

.'..

"
::t*

'"'.
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Ïühen

d.iffusíon and convection take

pJ-ace si¡rnrltaneouslyt

equations (3) an¿ (B) are combÍned to give
(g)

of d.iffusion plus convection is more complicated than is
indicated by eqr:ation (9). This arises from the fact that th.e actual

The process

velocity of water flowing in pores is not uniform.

The

velocity

near the centre of a porers cross section exceed.s that near the
and-

ed.get

the velocity in wid,e pores exceeds that in narrow or constricted.

or lateral pores.

The

result of this r¡ariation in pore velocitíes

is a mixing process l¡rown as Ìrydrodynamic dispersion. ltttis
process carr enhance the

velocities it

diffusion processr and. at sufficiently high

may completely obscure

it.

Ttre

effective d.iffusion

coefficient of equation (p) depends upon flow velocity
increase with increasing flrrx (Nielsen
Scheid-egger,

rather

tha,r¡

d.ispersíon

a¡rd.

and tend.s to

Biggar, 1963; [aylor, L953¡

1963). It is therefore generally called the d.ispersion

the diffusion coefficient.

Substitution of 7 with q
into

A/a

fr

=

D

arLd

(*-u4 withX

converts equation (9)

az?

a->AX,

(ro)

is id.entical in form with equation (3). Thus +he (z-z'!)
orX variable behaves like J¿ of equation (3). rn other words, the
moving coordinate for a convective system ca¡. be d.escribed in a
way identical to the stationarãr coordinate in a d.iffusive system.
Ttre straightforward. physical interpretation is that a substance is
transported. by a moving fluid with the d.iffusive transport process
taking pLace wíthin the moving fluid.

Fquation (ro)
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Diffusion plus convection

and. chemical

reaction

In practical situations, both d.iffusion

and convection may account

for the net effect of transport of nitrogen in the soiL. Alsor reactions
such as mineralization, immobilization, oxid.ation

will

irnd.oubted-ly

may be

occür¡ A transport equation for

written as
o!, =D :t-q -

0x'

At

In order for
relation of
und.er

equati.on

ltuÒ + g

a¡rd.

d.enitrification

one nitrogen species

(u)

3Y

(ff) to be applicable to a system, a functional

Q should. be l¡aown. Transport

of

arnmonium

with oxid.ation

the assumption that Q is a linear firnction of the concentration

was treated by Cf¡o

(f97f).

An

interesting feature of the solution is

frO] and NOI throughout the
that the separate distribution of ffffl,
4'¿3
soil col-umn is time d.epend.ent.

If the vol-umetric reaction rate, Q¡ represents a reversible
reaction such as the

(ff )

excha¡rge

¡ecomes much more

Oddson

reaction of M{, the form of equation

complicated. Lapidus and Ami:nd.son (f95e)

and

et al. (fgZO) have presented. some sirplified. solutions of

(ff ) witfr reversible reaction a¡¡d. finite rate. ITowever, in
many pràctical cases the locaL equilibrium assumption seems justified..
eq'uatíon

Man¡r

results of ion transport through ion-exchange materials

satisfactorily
Accord-ing

explained- by

this

to this assumption,

Q

assumption (Hashimoto

et

were

aL.11964).

is a function of 0S so that

greatly. If

AC

(ff)

can be simplified.

such

as K Aft, then the term, I + K,

Q

equation

is a linear function of +at
becomes

a very important

factor which governs the mod.ification of d.iffusive as well

as

convective transport of an exchangeable ion. For instancer the

2T

diffusion coefficient is

reduced from D toÐ/t+¡ and. the average

to convective transport is reduced. from u Lou4+x
Etre physical meaning of this modification can be stated. as follor¡s:
if there is a reversible reaction, the net effect of both diffusive and
convective transport is reduced by a fraetion equal to the fraction
speed.

of the ion

due

of ion in solution

r¿hich

is subject to d.iffusive
A
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and.

convective influences.

THERMAT GRÀÐIMüT

Soils r¡nder natural fie1d. conditions are subjected- to continuous
seasonal and. d.iurrral temperature fluctuations which produce thermal

gradients.

affect soil temperatures to depths

Seasonal fluctua,tions

greater than the rooting zones of most crops while d.iurrral
influence approximately the surface 30 cm of bare
Iühen temperature

ones

soit (Smith,

1932).

gradients are present in a system water moves from the

region of high to a region of low temperature (Bor.1youcos, f915).
One

of the most striking soil moisture flow phenomena which

devel-ops concrrrrently

with a significant thermal gradient occurs d.uring

the winter months. Temperature cond.itions d.uring the winter tend. to
cause water

to

rnove u¡xtard.s

phases¡ In the
tend.

to

srunmer, on

both

in the vapour a¡rd in the liquid.

the other hand., temperature conditions

cause downward movement

of soil water in both liquid

and.

vapour phases (ndLefsen and Sodman, 194I).

Lebedeff (tgZl) conducted a

experiment over the winter

Russia and conclud.ed. that more tha,n 6 cm of

months

in

upward

into the soil profile in

gradients. This upvrard
the water

field

response

moved

to the seasonal thermal

movement can cause

table. ÏIillis et al. (ÐeJ,

soil water

a significant lowering of

L96Ð obserr¡ed a drop

in

the
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of

rùater table

more than

I

m d.uring

the r¡inter. This tendency is

reported to become more pronorrnced as the soil moisture content increases
from the wilting percentage tov¡ard.s *e L/3 atmosphere moisture percentage.
Overwinter studies (3enz et al.,L968; ÏùiIlis et aI.,196111964)

that the

d-rop

in r+ater table leve1s is

Increased. d-epth

associated"

with

d.epth

showed

of frost.

of the water table d.uring the freezing period. was

by increased soil moisture in the surface 3 feet.

accompani.ed.

The thermally ind.uced moisture flov,r may

significantly affect

the net transfer of the soil water a¡d nutrients by changing the
moisture content gradients and. the capillary conôuctivity, in add.ition

to the direct effects of

mass

d-emonstrated. moisture and

experiment

transfer.

Campbell

et aI. (fgfO)

nítrate red.istribution in a closed

with soil cylind.ers

placed-

system

in holes in the field. after

freeze-up. Sínce at the prevailing soil temperatures nitrification
would. be mi¡rimal and

d.enitrification unlikely, they thought that

the red-istribution of nitrate must have resulted. from liquid. flow.
Both

nitrate

and.

moi.sture tended.

to

accumulate near the surface

in

the

winter but the reverse in the soil temperature gradient in the spring
caused

nitrate

a return to an approximately uniform d.istribution of both
and.

moisture in the soil profile.

These cha.nges

(winter

spring) +iere much less marked when the initial moisture content

a,nd.

rvas

near the wilting percentage.
Laboratory stud.ies have also shot¡n a net transfer of moisture
from lvarm

to cold. regions rthich was ind-uced- by the

imposed. thermal

cond-itions (Gurr et aI. ,L952; Taylor and CavazzarLg5{i Hutcheon, I95B;
tr{eeks

et al.11968). Various }rypotheses have been

a.d.vanced.

for

the
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mechanism

of thermal moisture transport. tfater is

in both the vapour and liquid

phases

pressure and. thermal gra.oients.

that

provided. the temperature

It

response

to

move

to both soil-water

has been shown (Thomas, I92L)

is held constant, the vapour pressure

of soil moisture varies only slightly
above

in

assumed

r:nd.er

soil moisture conditions

the permanent wilting percentage. It does, however, change

marked.ly

with temperature. Vapour tend.s to

move from

positions of

higher to those of lower vapour pressure, whereas liquid at constant

soil moisture content tends to flow from points of lower

surface

tension to those of higher surface tension. An increase in soil
temperature v¡ith d-istance below the

soil surface

produces

for

a

given soil moisture content an accompanying increase in vapour pressuret

that is to say, a negative vapour pressure gradient. For a given
moisture content, an increase in soil temperature with increasing
d.epth has, however, an opposite

effect on the surface tension of soil

water in that the surface tension decreases with d.epth. Therefore

liquid- in the u¡saturated. soil could flow from
und.er

warm

to cool regions

the influence of a surface tension gradient.
Borlyoucos (L9L5) found-

that

when

a soil column was divided into

two parts by an air space across which the temperature gradient

was

applied-, much smaller quantities were transferred than in a continuous

column. He concluded. that the flow must take place largely in the
liquid, phase and gave a qualitative explanation of the flot"r being
by a change in the water affinity of the soil with temperature.
on the grounds

caused

Howevert

that the effect of temperature on the surface tension of

water is not great enough to cause the observed. water transfer, Richards
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a^nd

tleaver (LgM) and smith (rg+o) suggested that vapour convection

would. be

a more important mechanism than liquid. movement. Like

Boqyoucos

liquid

(fgt¡), Taylor

azrd vapour

anð-

flov¡.

Cavazza

(tgrq)

They compared-

attempteC

to

segregate

the thermal Cistribution of

moisture in continuous and segmentecl colu¡nns at similar initial

contents.

The segmented. columns vlere prepared

moisture

in five sections

isolated. by narrow air gaps. Their conclusion was that the flow of
moisture from r'¡arm to cool regions occurs largely in the vapour phase.
The cond-ensation

of

excess vapours

in the cooler regions results in

flow of moisture in the liquid. phase from cold. to

a

warm regions once

a favourable pressure gradient within the liquid. has been established.
ï'lhen

the soil is sufficiently moist to permit active liquid. flow,

a

state of equilibrium cannot be neached. and a continuous circulation

of water takes place within the enclosed

column"

Gurr et al. (tgSZ) assessed the contribu-tion of liquid- and vapour

floiv to the temperature effect by measuring the changes in the
d-istribution of a small
assumed.

that the

liqu-id. phase
I^Iarmer end.

arnount

movement

only.

of soluble salt in the soi1. ft

of soluble salts

They found. a

was due

was

to transport in the

transfer of chlorid.es

toward. the

of the column, ind-icating that liquid- caruying salts in

solution had been transferred. in the d.irection of increasing temperature.
However, there r^ras a

net transfer of water in the opposite Cirection

which they attributeC
and-

of greater

to vapour floiv in the direction of hot to

magnitude than

d.uring transient periods

either of the two liquicl water

of the experiment.

Weeks and

QgAA) also usecl the chloride ion as a tracer

his

cold-

components

eo-workers

to distinguish

between

l'r

liquid.

anC.

vapour movement, a¡ad obtained

results similar to those of

Gurr et al. (tg5Z). In ad.d.ition, they measured suction

heaC.

values

r.¡ith tensiometers located at three positions along a horizontal column.
Liquid. water trarrsfer toward the lrarm
incluced.

suction

hea.CL

gradient

and-

enC.

r¡as assumed.

generally exceeded thermall¡'

liquid. flov¡ in magnituile in both the transient
The increase

to be d-ue to

and. steady

a.n

indu-ced.

state periods.

in soil moisture suction as the temperature drops should.

initial liquid- moisture flow from l'¡arm to cool" The following
d.iscussion of the mechenism ís that proposed by Gurr et aI. (t952).
cause axr

in horizonl'al

They assumed.

that the rates of flow of liquicl

columns t{ere

proportional to the pressure gradients in the liquid.

vapou-r'

and vapour

and.

respectively.

In

arr unsaturated-

soil, r.rater is at a hyd.rostatic pressure

P

which is negative t¡ith respect to that at a free flat water surface,
and-

is given (Ealefsen and Anderson, 1943)

by

/\
r

r^¡here S

(re )

is surface tension ancl r, radius of curvature of the liquid

surface in the soil pores. Since S decreases wÍth increasing
temperature,

and-

¡ is

assumed-

to

have a constant negative value, P

will

increase i^¡ith increasing temperature. Consequently a temperature
graclient establishecl in a uniform soil of uniforrn water content r"ill

result in a pressure gradient which will

tend-

to

move

liquid water in

the d.irection of decreasíng temperature. There l.rill also be a similar
tend.ency

be

for

assumed.

l^¡ater vapour

to

fLor"'

in the

same

direction since it

that the vapour pïessure of the soil

v¡aterr, Pr

will

may

increase

i.¡ith tlemperature as in the case of the vapour pressu-re of free water Po'

Although water r.¡il1
temperature

at first

move

in both the liquid.

this cond-ition of

fl-or,¡ may be

in the d.irection of

and, vapour phases,

decreasing

it has been shown that

only temporary. The temperature induced

pressure gradient within the liquid. phase is extremely smaIl. Ät the
end.

of

i,,'ater

r¡¡hat Gurr

et al. (tgSZ) termed- a first stage in the adjustment of

to a temperature gradient, sufficient

movement

will

have taken

place to remove the gradient in P in the liquid. phase. ff as it
assumed.

was

by Gurr et al. (tgSZ), there is no effect from soluble salts, the

relation of p to T at this stage may be consiclered- through the equation
Rr 1og!-

(13)

tosp=losno*&.

1r+)

P

oT
i'¡here T

-

a

-o

gas constant per gram

is absolute temperature, R the

of r¡ater.
Ânr¡ i¡¡¡azse in T l.¡iII callse an increase in p^,
'{a'/
u

of watert

and e the d.ensity

and.

with P constant

in € C.isregardecl, çfr- w:.ff become a smaller
negative quantity. Hence, according to equation (f4), p r,ii11 increase
and.

negligible

changes

with temperature

and.

even when the water

there r^¡il1 be a tendency for vapour to flow

in the

system

is so adjusted- that there is

no

Ionger a tenclency for liquid- to do so. The movement of vapour in the

d.irection of decreasing temperature can continue further i:ntil as

result of evaporation

and cond-ensation, a cond-ition

of vapour pressure

equilibrium is reached. The relation of P to T can then be
b;r means

of equation (t3) in which p is

p^
-o increases with T
d-ecrease

a¡rd.

a

now taken as

examined-

constant.

Since

is negative, it follows that P l'¡iIl
fog_ $
po

with increasing values of T.

Hence

liquid

t'¡i1"1 tend to

flow in the direction of increasing temperature - a cLirection which
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is the reverse of that

d-uring

the first stage of ad.justment (Gurr

et aI. rI952).
Gains or losses of water affect the vapour pressure of soil

water

only slightly in'a moist soil at constant temperature. Consequentlyt

in a soil that is sufficiently moist to provid.e a connected conducting
path for liquid. water, the reversal in direction of liquid. flow will
probably begin before the vapour pressu?e gradient and the rate of

flow of vapour have decreased appreciably, thus preventing a condition

of

vapour pressuïe

equilibrium" A circulating

system

will therefore

operate in r'¡hich vapour moves in the d.irection of decreasing temperature
and-

liquid.

moves

in the opposite direction as far as permitted

by

the presence of conducting water films. i{ithin the closed. systemt
fl-ow

in

each d.irection

will finally

become equal and"

will be governed

by the pressure gradients and the permeability for the liquid-

and

vapour phases respectively.

I/loisture transfer under temperature gradients is negligibly
small both in very dry and in very wet med.ia, but attains a fairly
well-d-efined
appears

to

maximum

depend. on

at an intermediate moisture content

which

the soil-water tension and on the air*fiIIed

pore space (Hutcheon,lpS; Gurr et al. ,f952). Compared to the flux

arising from head gradients, this thermal flow

becomes

relatively

more importa.nt as the hyd.raulic cond.uctivity d.ecreases (Caryr1965,

L966). fn
ind-uced-

unsaturated.

soils the relative importance of thermally

flow rises rapidly as the moisture content decreases.

ciecrease

in moisture content is

accompanied-

The

by a decrease in the

thermal liquid- moisture flow and by a¡l increase in the thermal vapour
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noisture flow.
The process

of moisture movement in a porous

d"erably altered. by

medium

is consi-

the presence of an ice phase (Ðirksen and Miller,

f966). Frost action creates a pressure gradient within the liquid
phase from warmer

to colder regions,

for liquid. to flow from colder to
(Hutcheon,

1958).

Hutcheon

also

a¡rd,

this inhibits

vrarmer regions

found-

argr tendency

of the soil

that frost-induced-

columns

pressr.tre

gradients within the liquid phase will not cause any appreciable flow

of water when soil moisture conditions are drier than those characteristic of moisture tensions in the vicinity of
Hoekstra Ogee\

mad.e some

unsaturated unfrozen

one atmosphere.

general observatíons on moisture flow from

soil to a freezing interface.

He noted that

the time at which the water content at a certain location in the
sa¡nple

starts to increase nearly coincides with the time of freezing

at that location. Thus, as soon as ice formation takes place at

a

certain location, the water content at that location starts to íncrease.
Moisture content profiles

soil

showed.

that the v¡ater content in the unfrozen

decreased sharply toward. the frozen

soil.

The

points of lowest

water content in the moisture distribution profile marked the boundary
between frozen and unfrozen

soi1. Iloekstra (L966) also discussed

forces that drive the water into the frozen soil.

fn

the

an unfrozen

soil the chemical potential is a strong function of moisture contentt
and decreases

with d.ecreasing moisture content, so that if a

ture gradient is

of the

cold.

placed. across

tempera-

a soil column and the temperature

plate is higher than the freezing temperaturer an equi-

librium moisture content distributiõn

wí11. be

reached. 0n the

16
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other hand-, in a frozen soil the chemicaL potential is ind.epend.ent of

the total water content present; i.e. the chemical potential of ice is
unaffected. by the presence

without affecting the

of soi1. Also the amount of ice

amount

of unfrozen water.

ca¡r increase

No equilibriurn moisture

content is reached, so the frozen soil tend.s to act like a sink. lì¡ith

the first

appearance

of ice, the frozen soil actively extracts

from the unfrozen soi1, supposed.ly d.ue

water

to attenuation of the liquid.

water films associated. with ice surfaces. The resultant water content
gradient in the rurfrozen soil ind.uces Ìqrdraulic flow toward. the frozen

soil. Dirksen
stages

of their

and.

Miller (ry6e)

suggested

that during the early

experirirent thermal transport

was inconsequential compared.

in the unfrozen soil

with this Ìtyd.raulic flow. Later as the

rate of ice accumulation d.iminished.

and.

the þd-raulic gradient

d.issipated., thermal water tra,nsport beca¡ne
As water moves from warmer

relatively

was

more important.

to cooler areasr the ice crystals

in the cooler areas grovü as the arriving water freezes out. This
may continue

until ice crystals fílI the pore spaces. At this

stage

the continuous liquid. films along the soil particles are pushed
apart by the continued ice crystal growth. This is the beginning of
an ice lens that leads to frost heave. Although water may still
from warmer areas

to these large ice lensesr little water

can

move

move

past them so the lenses continue to grow. Hoekstra Ggeg) showed that
these ice lenses in an unsaturated- soil form at a consid.erable
d.ista¡rce behind- the freezing
Ttrough

front.

freezing may imped-e percolation, causing a build-up of

water in the ftozen z,one, water may stil1 infiltrate

and.

percolate
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through frozen

soil.

Post

and.

Ðreibelbis (fg+e) defined three types

of frost which are d.etermining fa,ctors in

regard.

to the transmission

of liqtrid through frozen soils. t0oncreter frost stmcture is chan
acterized by smalI ice crystals in a vel1¡ d.ense complex. fhis type
of frost is impermeable when it occurs on bare agricultural soils.
tlloneycombt type has

a loose porous stmcture

a^nd

is

associated. with

in the winter along with a high degree of
aggrega,tion such as is found. u:rd.er grassy vegetation and in soils of
high organic matter. It is more permeable than unfrozen soil.
shallow freezing early

rStalactiter frost stnrcture is characterized by rnany small icicles

to the soil below. This type is formed.
after the rapid- freezing of partially thawed. honeycomb strrrcturen
connecting the heaved" surface

ï,Ihere

a more permeable frost is formed,

some

soil water migration

in the frozen soil. Liquid. films of varying thiclccesses
remain in the soil particle-ice interfaces and. in the soil particleair interfaces. Ttrese films may contain very high concentrations of
soluble saltsr Cary and ûiayla.nd (tglZ) showed. that both water and
takes place

salt will

move from Ûtarrner

to cooler areas in unsaturated ftozen soi1.

fheir results suggested that mass flow of dissolved salts in a liquid
film of water was the principal tra^nsfer mechar¡ism even though vapour
and. salt d.iffusion were sometimes significant.
These

results d.iffer from those cited. previously which

showed

of chlorid.e in the wa,rm sid.e, a"nd. no net movement in
the liquid. phase from the hot to the eold. plate (Curr et aI.¡ L952;
ttreeks et aI.¡ 1968)" In frozen soil, however, liquid movement from
arr accuntulation

warmer

to cooler

areas becomes

significa,ntr Hoekstra Ggee, Ð69)
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to resolve this anomaly on the basis of the difference
in the properties of adsorbed films of v¡ater in unsaturated. soil.
Tire pþsical adsorption forces in the water films in unfrozen soil
are nearly independ.ent of temperature (fnitip arrd de Vries, 1957).
'If the properties of adsorbed. films in unsaturated soils d-o not
attempted.

cha.nge

with temperature, no liquid transfer in r:nfrozen soils

be expected. However,

filns

reduce

can

in frozen soil the r:nfrozen adsorbed. water

their thiclcress with decreasing

temperature below

0C

as more adsorbed- v¡ater goes into the ice phase. As a resultr water

in the liquid- phase occurs in the d.irection of decreasing
film thiclrress, that is to the cold side. Most of the flow in the
unfrozen soil is not a direct consequence of the temperature gradient
in the unfrozen soil, but is mainly a consequence of events taking
þlace in the frozen part of the column which creates a Ïqyd.raulic
gradient in the u.nfrozen soil. Hutcheon (1968) suggested that some
vapour movement occurs to the cold p1ate. lfhere flow is not inbibited. by freezing cond.itions which retain all the condensed vapours
as ice, there is some liquid flow from the freezing front to a short
d.epth below. Even when this cold circulation systern is inhibited
during the early stages of redistribution of moisturer there is
still a t.rarm circuLation system operatingr induced. by the net
movement

evaporation

within the

warmest segments

of the column.

Th^at

ist

there is a return flow of liquid from adjacent regions into the
evaporation

sirrk.

Ðuring the course of the experimentr as the

moisture content decreases and therefore permeability decreasest

the frost-ind.uced. liquid flow to cold.er segnents of the oolumn is

3B

restricted.

The influence

loecomes more

apparent.

of evaporation on liquid. flow

Tdhen

ice

ceases

to form and a steady state

has been attained., the temperature gradient

further

movement

is responsible for

of water in the unfrozen soiI.

In a closed

any

system

moving toward

the cold

in the rrapour phase, and a counter current toward the

r,¡arm end

this involves a circulatorXr flow with water
end.

then

in the liquid
The

phase.

ability of a thermal gradient to indirectly

transfer of significant

amounts

cause the

of soluble salts from cool soil

regions into warmer regions has been demonstrated (Gurr et al.¡ I952i
l¡leeks

et aI.¡ 1968). llowever, this

there

l^ras

was done under conditions where

no freezing. In the literature reviewedr there v'tas one

field. study which

determined-

the importa,nce of winter conditions

soil nitrate ffu:xes (Campbell et aI.¡ 19?0)¡ but there vÍere no
laboratory stud.ies r,¡hich d.eaIt r,rith the flow of soluble salts to

on

a freezing interface.
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MATERTJ.T.S AND }MTHODS

FIEÏJD SÍ{ÏDÏES

Two

sites were selected, for this stud-y.

They v'rere a Red. River

clay located. at G1enlea, Manitoba, and a Portage loa¡n located- at
Westbourne,

ilianitoba. These soils, which 1/üere cropped the previous

year, were left r:ncropped d.uring the stud.y.

Some

the soils are given in Table 1. The method.s

employed.

characteristics of

in characterizing

the soils are described- by Jackson (fg5B).
TA,BLE

1.

SOlm HIÏSIC.È.L AND CHH',IICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TIIE SOILS

RÐ
Texture

c.E.c"

PORTAGE

Clay

Loam

44.7

27

(meq/roog)

pH

Specific conductance
(mmiro/cm)

cI-

RTIIER

6.5

8.2

nQ

8.8

1Ã

(ppm)

Orga^nic nat+er (/")

"5

4LO

2'6

5.9

Field. stud.ies were carried out ín I97L over a four month period
from June

clay in

until October.

May and. October,

Samples were

1972.

also taken from the

On June

Red River

1, I97\ calcium nitrater
lb N/acre

and ammonium sulphate

fertilizers supplying

broad.oast on separate

plots of the Red. River clay. tr'ertilizer

5OO

urea

were ha¡rd.grade

Ib CL'facre, was also broadcast on a
plot of similar size. The four plots, each 33!x.33t, t"=" adjacent to

calcium chlorid.e, supplying

one another and occupied

5OO

a total area of 1/10 acre (66'x 66').

similar treatment was carried out on the Portage

loam on June 3.

A
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The

first

samples were taken one week

the fertilizer.

following application of

Samples were taken from each

to the 12 inch depth

of the four plots at

at 6 inch intervals

inch intervals

down

to the 2{

d.epth. A similar sampling was camied out again

week

i-nc}:-

a,nd

later at both sites. Following this,

two week intervals

one

r:¡til the final sampling on 0ctober I on the Red.

at 3 inch intervals
down

down

sampling was carried out at

River soil and October 15 on the Portage soil.

vals

3

dol¡n

The samples ütere taken

to the 18 inch depth and then at 6 inch inter-

to the 48 inch depth. In

1972 samples were taken from

the

Red

River soil in May following the spring thaw and. in October prior to freeze-

npn

These samples were taken

at I ft intervals

down

to the I ft

ctepth.

Moisture determinations were made on aII sarnples as soon as they
were brought

in from the field.

The loss

of water

on d.rying

for

24

hours at about llOC was used to calculate the percent moisture on an
oven-d-rXr

soil weight basis.

The remaining moist

about lC for one or two d.ays ìütil

Nitrate-, nitrite-

extractions

soil

was stored at

vüere done.

and ammoniunrnitrogen ?rere extracted from

the samples by shaking approximately 5 g of soil with l0O mI 2N KCI

for I hour.

The suspension was

paper and the

filtrate

used

filtered. using

lrthatman

NÇ
to determine füffI-,
4¿J

No. 42 filter

and

Nolnitrogen

in the soil.
In order to extract chlorid.e from the soilr approximately 1O g
of soil were shaken with
suspension vüas

filtrate

used

Nitrate

100 ml

filtered. through

distilled water for 30 minutes.
t'Ihatman No. 42

The

filter paper and the

to determine chloride concentration in the soil.
and,

nitrite

were determined. according

procedure described by Kamphake

to an automated

et aI. (L967), while the determination

4r

of

ammonium hlas d.one

accord.ing

to the method. d.escribed. by Jackson (f958).

Chlorid.e was determined. by an automatic potentiometric

tion.

titra-

- silver electrode/mercurous sulphate
electrode - was used. with stand"ard AgNO, solution as the titrant.
The electrode combination

L&BoRATO_RY Ð(PBR IIIEITTS

Soil
River clay
crrrshed

to

samples were taken from
and-

the 0 - 15

cm d-epth

of the

Red.

the Portage loarn. ftrese samples were air d.ried and.

pass through

a 2 mm sieve

and. stored-

A plexiglass cylind.er 20 cm long was

made

at

room temperature.

by taping together

twenty sections each with a length of I cm and- an internal diameter

of 3.5 cm.

The bottom

of the

column was sealed.

with a brass plate.

There were two moisture treatments based on the water

Fertilizer grade Ca(tlor), (o.lA7 g)

the air-d.ry soil.

add.ed.

to

was dissolved

in 90 ml d.istilled. water. This solution was then mixed- uniformly
with 300 g of the air-dry soil to give approximately 200 pptit N and
bring the mixture to approximafely i(" moisture in the Portage soil
and, Q@"

in the

One

Red.

River soil.

portíon of the mixture

I^Ias

used

to determine the gravimetric

water content while nitrate and. nitrite nitrogen were determined in
another portion by the method- d,escribed- for the field. experiment.
Approximately 345 g

of the remaining soil. mixture

Îrrere packed into

the column to give a wet soil bulk d-ensity of about L.272 g/nl.
column i*as placed.

vertically in an insulating jacket with the

side up. The brass plate at the warm

end. was

maintained.

at

The

cold.

room tenr-

perature which was about 20C. T'he column was sealed at the top by a

heat exchanger maintained- at a constant temperature of -10C by a Haake
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Mod.el FK
and-

1{

constant temperature circulator. Two trials lasting J

d.ays

d-ays

respectively, were cond.ucted. on each soi1.

At the

end

of the thermal period., the

the insulating jacket and cut into I
section was mixed thoroughly

ar¡d.

cm

column was removed from

sections.

The

soil in

each

moisture, nitrate and nitrite d-eter-

minations r,¡ere done according to the method.s d.escribed previously.

For the higher moisture treatments, 0.387 g of fertilizer
was d,issolvedCa(WO,),.'
'

with
Qú/o

5'¿
300 g

in

120 ml

of distilled- v¡ater

grad.e

and mixed uniformly

of the air*dry soil to bring the mixture to approximately

noisture in the Portage soil and 5Ø" in the

experiment was then continued.

Red

River soil.

The

in the same Ìray as rÀras d.escribed. for the

lower moisture treatments.

At both moisture contents, a check was included. for
with the treated- soi.l colu¡nns. This experiment

r,¡as

comparison

d,ifferent from

those previously d-escribed. only in the absence of a nitrogen source.

Ðistilled vrater was added- to the soil to bring it to the required
moisture content and. the trials were conducted. at each moisture content

for 7 days and 1{ days.
Column stud.ies were

Ca(NO.)^

also carried out using ASN0, instead of

in order to minimize tlne prod.uction or denitrification of

inorganic nitrogen compounds in the soil.

fn this experiment 0.728

g

in !0 ml distilled water for the
lower moisture treatments and in 120 ml for the higher moisture treat-

of reagent

grade ASN0, was dissolved

ments. 0n1y two-week freezing trials

l^Iere conducted.
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R6rlrrs

A¡ïÐ DïSCUSSïg{

T'TEIjÐ H(PER.TMBÏT

in the Red River clay a.nd Portage loam
one week after appLication of the fertilizers are shornm in Fig. I and
2, respectively. During this one week iaterr¡al there was 0.6? inch of
rainfall at the GLenLea site and 1.?5 inches at the l[estbourne site.
llhe ionic distrib'utions

in the unfertilízed Red River soiL
inc:reased wåth d.epth, while the nitrate concentration was near\r consta¡rt dorm to tine 2Q inch depth of the soil- profite (Fig. 1A). Due
The chloride concentration

to soiL

and. sanpling

variation it

exact depth to which the

was

fertilizer

not possible to d.etermine the

had.

penetrated. An arbitrary leve1

of two to th:ree times the concentration in the w¡fertilized. soil was
therefore chosen as the criterion for d'istinguishing soil samples
containing fertil-izer nitrogen from those not affected by ferüilizer.

of this criterion, the d.epths of penetration of nitrate
Ltere nearly equal (fig. fg).
fro¡n Ca(NO-)^ and chloride from CaCI,,
¿

0n the basis

3'¿

Neglig:ible concentrations of nitrate we?e for:nd. in the soiLs treated.

with urea ana

(}lttO)2SO4

(Fig.

3.C a,nd.

D).

A1most

alL of the applied

still in the a¡nmoniu¡n form and. reta,ined. 1n the surface 9
to 12 inches of the soil profile. The distributions of nitrate (fig.
tB) and amnonium (ris. Ic and o) in the soil profile were similar to

nitrogen was

those predicted theoreticalþ by Ci¡o (fgZf).

in the unfertilized. Portage soil was
very high. However, nitrate concentration was similar to that of the
Red. River clay and was relativel-y Iow and constant throughout the soil
The chloride concentration
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profile (fig. 2A).

of a maxinnrm in CI- concentre,tion
at the 9 inch depth of the CaÇL, treated soil (Fig. 23) did not necessarily iad.icate that the applied. chloride hatl moved to that d.epth
since this ma:ri¡mrm al-so occuæed in the r¡ntreated. soil (I'ig. 2A).
The occurrence

Nitrate from Ca(NOr), nenetrated to the 24 inch depth (fig. 2¡). Its
d.istribution currre was similar to that obtainecl for the Red River soil.

in the urea anrd (Utt¿)es0+
treated Portage soil than in the Red River soilr indicating a higher
d.egree of nitrification in the Portage soil (Fig. 2C and Ð). MoveGreater a,¡nounts of nitrate hrere for:nd

ment

of

ammonium

nitrogen was limited., but because of oxid.ation of NHj

to ffO] and. higher rainfall, the d.epth of penetration of total nitrogen
into the soil profile was greater for the Portage than for the Red.
River soil-.
Results obtained throughout the duration of the
were analysed.

for

d.epth

field

experiment

of nitrogen penetration a¡rd. magnitud.e of nitrogen

recovery. Depths of nitrogen penetration into the

profile from the different fertilizer sollrces

and.

Red

River soil

rainfall data are

in Table 2. The data showing the distribrrtion of nitrogen as a
firnction of depth are shovm in the Appendix.
Chloride penetrated to the 20 inch d.epth during the first seven
days after application and to the 24 ínc}. depth 2. weehs after appl-ishoun

cation. Ðuring this time interwal, the behaviour of chloride a¡rd nitrate
appeared to be id.entical. However, chl-oride transport into the soil
profile eould. not be deter:mined after these dates due to the high concentration of Cl- in the lower d.epths of the unfertilized soil.
Iuring the summer period (.Irrne to Septenber), nitrate in the

B, l.97t

1B

August L1r L97I

r5

B, L97t

3r

40

IJ,
L972

24

L972

0ctober

ilIay

3o

20

L97t

october B, I97t

September

August

2),

18

June

JuLy 2'1, I97L

24

20

ca(wo.),

40

24

3'O

1B

24

1B

15

L8

L2

1B

L2

Urea

of Penetration (ins)

1B

24

20

Ca,ÇL,

Depth

July 13, L97t

ff

1B

24

1B

L2.,,

1B

2.26

1.08

1.32

0.20

1.86

l_.39

$
15

o.76

0.48

o.67

Rainfall (ins)

L2

'tÃ

TO

(wno)rsgo

APPROÏTMATE DEHTI¡S OF TERETL]ZER NTTROGMI PEITEIRATTON
$TE RÐ N]ÏER CT,ÀT ON IIA.RTOT]S SA1UPITNG DAIË

24

2.

2!, f9Tl

June 11, I97L

Jr:ne

Sampling d.ate

TA3I,E

Þ
-¡
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Ca(iuO.,).,-treated.
1'/

plot

appeared.

to

remain stationary

or move upward in

the soil profile. Eigh rainfall in 0ctober and most likeþ a lower
erraporation rate resulted

in

downv¡ard movement

of nitrate to the 30

inch d.epth. Sampling was not conducted cluring the vrinter period..

Nitrate dístribution in the soil in
d.uring the winter period either

nitrate

Ma,y 1972

suggested that

moved. upward.

or was lost

d.enitrification. fhe tra¡rsfer of moisture and dissolved
nitrate to the surface could aLso have been accomplished through
freezing in the winter. ResuLts obtained. in October 1972 inclicated.
tba,t nitr"ate moved cl.own to the 40 inch depth. Thus the net effect of
through

rainfall between lliay a,nd October was the sa¡ne as in 1971. Nitrate penetrated. to lower depths in the fall than in the springo
[he d.epths of penetrntion of nitrogen iirto the urea ana
treated soil were reported for total nitrogen rather than for
and.

nitrate nitrogen separateþ, since

difficult.

On

such

($UO),SOO
ammonium

a setrmration would ha,ve been

both plots the d.egree of nitrogen penetration was consider-

ably less than that of nitrogen from Ca(tiOr), during the first four

after application. fhis

was due

to the occurrence of nitrogen

weeks

predomin-

in the ammonium form. However, the d.ifferences in degree of
penetration anong the fertilizers decreased by mid-July. llhere was some
r¡ariation in the d.epth of nitrogen penetration on different sampling

aJrtLy

to rainfalI. 0n both the
urea and (tm¿)ZSO¿ plots¡ extensive penetration in the faIl similar to
that obse:rred on the Ca(NOr)2 nlot cou1d. have been d.ue to high rainfall
and. red.uced. evaporatíon from the soil surface d.uring this period.
Nitrogen distribution patter:ns in the ferbilized plots remained
dates, but tbere Ìras no apparent relationship
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essentially

unchanged.

during the

at the surface d.uring this time and. its

Nitrogen Ì¡as concentrated.

d.istribution

v¡as

period (pig. A1 to 414).

su¡nmer

generally not affected. by the sma1l cha.nges occurring

at lower d-epths. Fluctuating surface levels were attributed. to field.
r¡ariation. Rainfall in October transferred- the mancimum in the nitrogen
curve

to the 9 to

L2 inch depth

of all plots except the ammonium

plot (Fig.

416). 0n this plot
the NO"- maximum (tfre aifference between total and. IfUl-U) was transJ4
sulphate-treated Red River

.A.15

and

ferred. from the surface, but because of the frigiÌ lüHf concentration

at the surface, the total nitrogen d.istributíon

curve d.id not change.

tUitrate was the only form of nitrogen recovered in the

Red.

Ríver soil

still concentrated in the surface L2 inehes of
the soil profile (fig. 417). In October L972 d.ownv¡ard movement of
the nitrate maximum was only observed in the Ca(ivOr), treated ÈoiI
in

May :..972 axß. was

(¡'is. al8).

of penetration of nitrate from surface-app1ied.
Ca(trOr)o
' 5'¿ into the Portage loa¡n (tatte 3) was generally greater than
The d.egree

that in the Red. River soil. Within a month after the application,

nitrate from Ca(NOr),

fraa penetrated

th.e 42 inch d-epth two months

to the 30 inch d-epth, and to

after application. Total rainfall ,

.

during this period was 6.37 inches. During August, a period of low

rainfall, an upward
observed

soil

of nitrate

r^ras

detected. This

was also

for the Red- River soil.

The behaviour

rorrage

movement

sor.r.

of CI-

was

not compared to that of

rtre very high concentrations

preclud.ed. an attempt

to trace water

of Ct-

movement

mOl

found.

J

in

ttre

in this

using the CI- ion.

3.

October

lJ,

September
:.-97I

L97t

L0,

L97L

2J,

.&ugust

l97t

Åugust 13,

36

3o

30

42

42

July 30r ]-97I

30

24

L2

1B

1B

42

36

24

36

24

36

36

July 15, L97t
LB

18

18

30

June
24

L4

(mro)rso,

1B

t2

Urea

of Penetration (irrs)

24

24

ca(ruo.),

Ðepth

IJ, L9Tr.
July Ir l97t

Jnne 10, L97L

ff

1-.

85

1.03

o,62

0

r.25

1.53

0.80

1.04

L.75

Rainfall (ins)

APPRO]TTIIATE DF,PiHS OF TERTTTIZER NTTRæE$T PEßTEIfRA,TTON
fITE PORTAGE IOAff ON VARTOTIS SAMPLTNG DAIES

Sampling date

TABI,E

\¡o

5r

Penetration of nitrogen from urea r,¡as about one-haLf as great
as penetration from Ca(wor), throughout the summer period. However,

v¡ith the approach and. arrival of the fall season the d-epth of penetra-

tion increased until it

was

nearþ eqr:al to that of

Ca(NOr)r.

was intermediate between
Nitrogen penetration from (ttR,)SO,
'4'4
penetration from Ca(UOr)2 ana that from urea in the early period.s of

the experiment. As time elapsed, however, the behaviour of
seemed

simlar to that of Ca(NOr)r.

The a.moirnts
d.own

The

(iUnr)rSOO

of füfI+r and. NOI-N in the

Red.

to the depth or peietration ir"=u calculated.

total qua"ntity of nitrogen

recovered-

River soil profile
and.

tabulated (na¡te 4).

at various tirnes

Ì¡as verlr

the amount of nitrogen recovered in the

variable. In

many instances

soil

the amount of nitrogen applied. Possible reasons for

exceed.ed.

this are the

inhomogeneity

of fertilizer application

and cracks in

the soil surface.
Nitrogen recovery in the Ca(nOr), treated- soil up to the

of July

1971 rvas assumed

to be aror:nd

end

100 percent even though the

actual figures represented a recovery of more than 100 percent.
concentration of nitrogen in the soil d"ecreased from July L9TI

The

+o

0ctober 1972. Recovery after the winter period. was oirly approximately
2OO

Lh/acre Gq,).

Sinee there l{as no evidence that

penetrated. beyond. the d.epths sampled.

nitrate

it is reasonable to

had

assune that

d.enitrification and possibly immobilization were responsible for the
d-isappearance

of nitrate.

In the d-iscussion of the

d.ata

in

that the apparent movement of nitrate

Tab1e

upward

2, ít

was suggested.

in the soil treated with
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Eì

¿J

Ca(UOr), may have been due
However, the d-ecrease in

occurring at the

same

to the effects of rainfall

nitrate Ievels in July

and.

and evaporation.

August

(ratre

time suggests that both climatic cond-itions

4)
and

the depletion of nitrate through immobilization and d.enitrification
could. have been

factors contributing to ross of nitrogen from

rower

d.epths.

Total nitrogen concentrations in the urea and
r^rere

(iVttO)rSOO

generally not as high as in the Ca(UO.), p1ot. This

in part to volatilization of

been due

(mnO)rsoO

treated soils.

ably with urea

until

Ammonium

the end. of

may have

N as NH. from the urea
¿

levels

Ju1y.

d.id.

plots

a^nd

not decrease appreci-

Ammonium

concentrations from

(mtr)oSO,
- Ll¿ + were variable and persisted

for the entire llJI

period. Nitrate concentrations

the check leve1s were not

ted-

above

in the urea a"na (NHO),SOO treated plots on June B.

increased

nitrate concentrations

sarnpling
d.etec-

However

were d-etected. subsequentry, and. the

until August L97r.
in the Red. River soil was more rapid.

concentrations increased- on each sarnpling d.ate
[lhe rate

of nitrate production

from urea than from (tmtO)rSOO.

Â¡nmonium

nitrogen was not d-etected- in

the urea plot after the September B sampling, while it remained. in

trre (NHO)rsoO nlot urtir 0ctober B - the final sampling date of Lg7L.
The

effect of rainfall on nitrogen penetration in

1971 cou1d. not

easily be observed. for most of the experiment because the applied urea
ana (rvHo)rsoo were

still in rmf ana rvoJ forms. untir mid-Ju1y, total

nitrogen penetration into the soil was less than in ttre Ca(NO.),

plot

because

of NHj retention near the surface.
Lt

However, as

nitrate

concentration increased from around mid.-July, the depth of nitrogen

penetration íncreased and became almost equal to that observed. in

.

.1::t-:r.
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tbe Ca(N03)2 nlot. Raínfalt between September B and October B resuLted

in a smaller increase in N penetration in ttre (MÍO),SOO nlot tlra¡r in
the urea plot. lft¡is was probabþ due to the relativety small percentage
of total nitrogen in the mobile ûIOl form.
Nitrate levels on the fertilized

Red

River plots in the spring

of the year following application were Iow, probably as a result of
d.enitrification or immobilization. None of the ammoniurn nitrogen

in the soil in the faII of 1971 was recovered in 1972. lltris
too might have been immobilized in the soil orga,nic matter. Higher
nitrate concentrations obtained. in the falI sampling of the urea plot
were probably due to rrariation in the fie1d.
remaining

in the Portage soil¡ like in the Red River soil,
generally exceeded the rate at which it was applied (fatte 5). Unlike
the Red. River soil-, however, nitrate concentration remained high
Nitrogen leveLs

throughout the L971 experimental period. and there hras no evidence of

d.enitrification or immobilization. lRrerefore in comparison to the

Red.

River clay (Table 2), the results shown in Tab1e 3 should. allow a

better estimate of the reLative importance of the effects of soil
characteristics and ol-imate on the depth of nitrate penetration into
the Portage soilo
Totai- nitrogen levels on the urea and (¡H¿)ZSO¿ plots were not

as trigh as on the Ga(NOr)2
and the

nlot. Nitrate concentration

ratio of $o; to Uu| greater from (NttO)rSoO than

the greater d.epth of N penetration from
could be attributed.
was

(ÎüEO),SOO

was higher

from

urea. lllrus

tha¡r from urea (TabLe 3)

to its nore rapid. oxidation rateo

Ammonir:m

nitrogen

not d.etected. in either the urea or (ttttO)2S0* nlot after JuIy 30.
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a.nd the generally higher N0, to
Ttris earlier d.isappearance of NH,4-54

ratios tha¡r in the Red. River soil

suggested. a more rapid-

NHI

nitrification

rate in the Portage soil.
The

results of the field. experiment ind,icated. that there were

d.ifferences in nitrogen movement which cou1d. be attributed. to soil

fertilizer.

The depth

of nitrogen penetration

in both soils. Penetration of nitrogen
than in the

Red-

was greatest from Ca(wOr)2

greater in the Portage

River clay. The d.ifferences between the two soils

most marked- d.uring the period.s when
was

was

likely to be high.

rainfall

and.

was

loam
was

limiting or evaporation

There Ìrere no wet period.s

at either site until

early October. Nitrogen concentration at the surface

remained. high

until rainfall in October caused a transfer of the mancimurn nitrogen
concentration to lower d.epths (fig. 415 and- 416). Decreases in depths

of nitrogen penetration d.uring the summer in the Red. River soil,

and

during a period. of low rainfall in the Portage soil (August and. Setrr
tember) were taken as indicators
Recovery

Depth

of

of

ot *O; from urea ana

upwar,d movement
(NHO),SOO

N penetration was d.etermined

to

some

of nitrogen.

varied through the season.
extent by the rate of

oxidation of IfgI
45to the more mobile NO] form. A more rapid nitrifi-

cation rate and higher nitrate levels in the Portage soil resulted.

in a greater

d.egree

of penetration of nitrogen than in the

soil. Nitrate concentrations in the Portage soil
rate of nitrification
reverse was tme
from the point

more

for the

rapid with

Red.

(NUO)ZSO¿

was restricted.

in nitrate levels by the fa11 of

River

were higher, and the

than with ürêâr

River clay. Migration of

of application

Red.

ammonium

in both soils.

The

nitrogen

The decrease

1971 through immobilization or

57

d.enitrification

T/Ías

more marked.

in the Red River clay.

In both soils the quantity of fertilizer
relation to native soil nitrogen, but this
Thus

a comparison of

movernent

was

ad.d.ed

was

high in

not trrre for chloride.

of surface-applied. Cl-

a^nd

NOl could.

not be ¡nade.

of surface-applíed
nitrogen showed. that nitrogen on the surface of the soil was not easily
moved. d.ownroard d.uring tbe summer period. However, sorne inc:reases in
Generally the study of the

d.ovnrward movement

at lower d.epths along with a decrease in the total
in the soil indicated that surface-applied N moved. d.ownward.

concentration
qr:a,ntity

with probable denitrification and immobilízationo
IABORATORT Ð(PERÏ],ÍEIÏTS

The moisture

d"istribution patterrrs in the

Red.

River

soil

columns

to the thermal gradient a+ M percent initial moisture content are shown in Fig. 3.
The d.epths of freezing after one week were 4 cm and. J cm in the
untreated. a^nd Ca(No3)r-treated. soil columns, respectively (¡'ig. 3A alrd.
C). A net movement of moisture into the frozen soil of both columns
was indicated. by an increase in moisture content over the initial
subjected.

moisture

Ievel. îhe point of ma¡cirm¡m

moisture content was also the

point of oçcurrence of a veÍ¡r dense ice

soil
was

v¡as

phase from which much

of the

excluded. The magnitude of ice accurm¡lation after one week

nearly equal in the two columns. The sharp increase in moisture

content

at the freezing front

sr:ggested

that ice accumrlation took

place in a stationary zQrtêo The moisture content in the frozeî
lras generally higher than the

initial

value but

zone

far less than that
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at the ice front. This implies that moisture movement toward the
freezing front was slow compared to the rate at which the freezing
front progressed from the cold- end. of the column to the stationarXr
front.
The moisture

d.istribution in the r:nfrozen soil

was more

or less

in both the treated- a"nd. untreated. Red. River soil columns.
There was no significant change in the moisture distribution
with an increase ín the duration of the col-d treatment (tr.ig. 33 and D).
Lower moisture contents at the ice front of the two week treatments
compared. to the one week treatments might have been d.ue to experimental
uniform

erf,o?sr Such errors could have been introduced through non-uniform
packing, inefficient insulation or fluctuations in the coLd plate
temperature as

well as room temperature.

llhe moisture

initially

distribution curves in the

Recl

River

soil

colun¡rs

a+ 54 percent moisture content (nig. 4) show some of the

characteristics of the curves obtaÍned- at the Lower moisture content

at the freezing front
and. reLatively low moisture contents beyond. it.
However, the moisture
content increased. from just beyond. the frozen front toward. the warm
end. of the column. Such a moisture gradient was not evid.ent at the
Lower initial moisture content. The magnitud.e of the moisture gradient in the unfrozen soil d.ecreased. with an increase in the duration
(tr.ig.

3).

I{axirmrm

moisture contents occurred.

of tbe experiment, indicating that

more moisture was transportecl to

the frozen front. Net moisture transfer from warmer to cold.er por-

tions of the column was less than at the lower initial moisture content.
The moisture

distribution in

J-

AgNO,

treated Red River soiL

columns
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initially at 44 percent

anð. JQ

Soth columns were exposed

of two weeks.

percent moisture are shown

5.

to the temperature grad.ient for a period

llthere vüas a sharp d.iscontinuity

at the freezing front

of the moisture content profile similar to that
and. Ca(N0")o-treated.
'
a'2

in Fig.

soil columns.

observed

The occurrence

ient in the unfrozen portion of the wetter soil

in untreated

of a moisture

corumn

grad.-

(rig. 5n), as

vrell as the relatively greater d.ecrease in the moisture content of
the r¡nfrozen portion of the drier column

(fig.

JA.) was

also observed

previously (fig. 3 and 4).
llhe d.istribution

of moisture in the Portage soil

columns sub-

to the temperature gradíent at 33 percent initial moisture
coatent is shovrn in Fig. 6. The d.ata ind.icated. a net transfer of
jected.

soil. lftre d.epth of penetration of the ice front was 4 to 5 cm in all the columns. The maxirmrm
moisture content at the ice front was less than in the Red. River soil¡
moisture from the warmer to the colder

and there were no

in the r¡¡rfrozen

visible ice lenses formed. ltre moisture content

zone

of the one week treatments (fig.

6A and. C) was

relatively constant, as was observed in the Red. River soil at fl
percent moisture (¡'ig. 3). About one-half of the moisture initiaLly

in the u¡frozen portion of the column was transported. to the frozen
zorLe.

The moisture

d.istribution in the Portage soil

changed

with

an

in the length of the freezing period. Very low moisture
Levels in the bottom 10 cm of the colunn a¡rd. an increase in moisture
content in the surface 10 cm provided evidence of continued. transport
increase

of moisture from r¡rarmer to colder sections of the column.

.Ê,

stead¡r-
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state moisture d.istribution was evidently not attainecl within the

two

week period.

llhe results of the 43 percent moisture treatments using r.urtreated

soil colurnns are shown in Fig. 7. High
moisture 1evels in tbe ftozen soil were due to moisture movement into
the frozen z,orte. A sharp peak in the moisture distribution cun¡e was
obtained" in the untreated. soil colu¡nn after one week of exposure to
the temperature gradient (fig. ?A). $his suggestecL an accumrlation
of moisture in a stationarïr uone. However, the absence of such a
sharp peak in the Ca(N0r)r-treated. soil column (fig. 7C) was similar
and Ca(N03)r-treated Portage

to that of the

column

at a lower moisture content (¡'iS.

6C).

at the ice front was consid.erably less
tha,n that obtained in the Red River soiL at a similar initial moisTl¡e moisture content

ture content. $re moisture content

tively constant (fig.

JA and

C).

beyond

the ice front was rela-

There ûrere no notioeable moi.sture

gradients.
llhe moisture content

of the frozen portion of the

r¡ntreated.

col-

to the temperature gradient (fig. ?¡)
was higher, and that of the unfrozen soil lower than after one week
umn

after two weeks of

exposure

of the cold treatment. Thus moisture transport to the frozen soil

soil column was greater d.uring the longer
freezing period. However, in the Ca(t{Or)r-treated. soil (Fig. 7D),
there was no evidence of this proLonged transport, Ttre moisture content of the unfrozen soil of both columns was nearly constant.
flre moisture d.istributions in Portage soil columns treated with
ASNO, and subjeoted to the temperature gradient for two weeks are
shown in tr'ig. B. fhe moisture content of the unfrozen portion of
of the

r:ntreated. Portage
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the coh:mn initialþ at 33 percent moisture (pig. BA) showed a gradua.I d.ecrease with increasing d.epth away from

similar to
Portage

wha,t was obse¡t¡ed

soil

the ice front. Ílhis

was

in the untreatecl. and Ca(N03)2-treated

columns subjected

to the temperature gradient fo:r the

at the sane moisture content (tr.ig. 68 and O).
ttre moisture distribution at the higher moisture content (nig. B¡)
was similar to that obtained in Ca(ttOr)r-treated. a¡rd. untreated Portage
soil colu¡nr¡s at 43 percent moisture content (fig. JB and D).
same two week pe:riod.

Moisture movement from the rüarmer to the cold.er end. of the column.

Iúas evid.ent

in all the experiments.

llhere $ras generaLly an

in-

in the moisture content of the frozen zone fa* above and. a
decrease in the unfrozen zone far below initial moisture l-eve1s.
crease

There was a rnoisture gradient

in the unfrozen zone of

some Red

River

soil co}:mns (Fig. 4, 58) with tb.e lowest moisture content occurring
at the bound.ary between frozeu a^nd. r¡nfrozen soiL. Ttre frozen soil
extracted. moisture from the r:¡frozen soi]. beginning with the
appearance

and the

of icer

!ühen movement

first

into the frozen soiL !ùas verïr rapid.

flow of water into the region suffering the moisture loss

in the moisture profile formed. below the freezing front. fftis sitr¡ation was evident in Fig. 4 and I'igo 53.
Itrere was no evidence of a reLationship between d.eptb of freezing and initial moisture cond.itions, or between depth of freezing
and. d.uration of the experimentso Ðifferences in d-epths of freezing

was slow, a depression

were obsenretL in coLumns which were

initially at the same moisture
content and. nitrate l-evel-s, and subjected to the temperature gradient
for the same length of time. ft is likely that obsenred d.ifferences

6B

Ïrere the result of variable experimental cond.itions.

real difference in depth of freezing between
the Red. River and Portage soil columns, The most striking d_ifference
There l¡as also no

betit'een the
rmrch

soils

v¡as

greater in the

parable initial

in the d.egree of ice

Red.

accurmrlationu which was

River soil even when both soils l¡ere at

moisture cond.itions" All

com-

River soil columns

Red_

a verïr sharp d.iscontinuity in the vicinity of the ice front,
Tlris was not quite as marked in the portage soil, There was also a
showed-

d-ifference in the type of frost formed. in the two soils" The ice
lenses which formed.
Red-

just

behind.

the freezing interface in all the

River soil columns consisted. of a verTr d.ense ice phase from v¡hich

rmrch

of the soil

was exclud.ed., Such

a bar¡ier to aqy further

movement

ïn the Portage soil the frost

rvas

ice lenses

r.¡ould. have acted- as

past them once they were formed."

of a more

poroì.rs

nature.

The

for*

of large ice lenses at the stationary front was probably d.epend.ent upon the soil characteristics rather than the initial moisture
mation

content' Tt could- have been that the smaller
the fine-textured.
The

Red-

average pore size in

River clay favoured the formation of ice lenses"

results indicated, thatu in

some instancesn

(Fig.

6C and

Fig"

TC),

the frozen Portage soil was stirr permeable to rvater so that the
moisture content in the frozen zone increased r.¡ith time" rt is l¡:orun

tha't a significant amount of frow can occur in the frozen soil
(Hoekstraz L969; I,fosiyenko¡ 1958; Stepanovu L95T;
The

effect of moisture content

þskin,

L956),

on moisture transport was d.if*

erent for the two soils" Net moisture

movement torr¡ard.

the surface

ÏIas expected, to be more pronounced. in the iretter soil since this

7^

oY

effect

was demonstrated by Pe1ton

et aI.¡ (L967)

and. Campbell

(fgfO) in their research at Swift Cument Saskatchewan.
trend. v¡as not evid.ent
may have been

in either

Red-

absent. In the

to

Red.

make

However,

this

River or Portage soil colu¡nns. ft

that the moisture contents

were high enough

et aI.¡

employed.

in the

experiments

this moisture effect negligible or totally

River soil, net moisture

movement and

especially

the d.egree of ice accumulation r'¡ere less at the higher moisture content.

ïn this

case there was the

possibility of

red.uced

net permeability of

moisture in the more saturated- soil.
TLre

effect of the length of the freezing period on moisture

distribution in the

Red.

River soiL was evid.ent in the wetter soil

columns. At this moisture content $4f"), the moisture grad-ient observed

in the unfrozen portion of the columns d.uring the first
was

partially or completely díssipated with time.

leng:bh

The

of the exposure period. on moisture d.istribution

in the wetter Portage soil columns.

However,

week

of freezing

effect of the
was

not apparent

at the lower moisture

content (Zl/'), increasing the period. of exposure to the temperature
gradient resulted. in increased net tra,nsport to the freezing front.

Nitrate and nitrite distributions in the Ca(tUOr)2-treated
River soil initially

Red

M percent moisture are shown in Fig. 9.
results obtained. rrrith the untreated. soil columns are sho¡nr in the

Append"ix

(fie. 419).

a+

The concentrations

of nitrate

a¡rd

nitrite

The

were

plotted. on an oven dry soil basis as well as on a solution basis in

order to analyse the physlcal process of nitrogen tra,nsport to

a

freezing front.
The

d.istribution of nitrate on a d.ry soil basis, after

one r'reek

7o

of the

co1d.

treatment,

showed.

an accumulation

of nitrate in the

frozen zone espeoially near the stationary ice front.

Beyond. the

frozen zoner there hras a sharp d.ecrease in nitrate concentration
followed. by a grad.ual increase toward. the warm
The

end-

of the

column.

results obtained. after two weeks of the cold. treatment

(fig. !B) showed characteristics similar to those obtained. in the
one-week treatment. However, the ma€nitud.e of the gradient in the
r:nfrozen zone vras not as great as

Nitrate d.istribution in the
on

in the

one-v¡eek

treatñêntr

one-v¡eek experiment when expressed"

a solution basis was d.ifferent from that expressed on a dry soil

basis (fig. 9*). This was especially trle in the frozeî.zorLe

where

the concentration of nitrate in solution was generally lower than

the initial value. A minimun value occurred at the point of greatest
ice accumulation.
a

maximum and-

Beyond-

thi.s point the concentration increased to

then decreased-. Tlris was followed by a gradual increase

with d.epth, with a

maximum

of the soil column.

Ttre

r¡alue occurring

in the

warmest portions

d.istribution in the two+¡eek

experiment

(pig. pB) showed- a similar pattern except for the shift of the point
of

minimum

nitrate concentration in the unfrozen

zotre toward the

warmer end..

OnIy

a trace of nitrite

was d.etected.

(pig. !C and. Ð). Total nitrogen recovery
(rarre 6).

in the Red. River soil

was

nearly loo peroent

total nitrogen renained constant in the Red. River soil
at 44 percent initial moisture content, d.epletion or accumulation of
Since

nitrate at various l-ocations in the

column must have been d.ue to

7t
+----+ NO)-N (soil)
rr J rr (soln)

Initial

I

NOå-N ( soil )

(so1n)

week

15
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¡
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(\.¡
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5
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E
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d-ista¡ce
end

5

in crn

Fig. 9. Distribution of NO] a^nd tqOl in Ca(Wo.)r-treated Red River
soil columns after-being sùbjected tó The thermal gradient

(ini.tiat moisture content = M/").
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transport phenomena. Nitrate red.istribution under non-isothe::ma1
cond.itions may be caused by

1) liquid transport, 2) vapour transport,

3) exclusion of nitrate from the ice

phase and

{) thermal d.iffusion

of dissolved- nitrates (Soret effect).
It has been d-emonstrated that
r'¡ill

move from warmer

r¡nd.er

a thermal gradient, liquid.

to colder regions of a soil colunn (Dirksen,

1966).

This liquid. may contain d.issolved salts which will also move from
r{armer

to cold-er areas of the soil.

If this

were the mechanism of

nitrate transport¡ the d.istribution of nítrate
should. remain constant,

on

a solution basis

while the d-istribution of nitrate on a soil

basis should. follow the moisture d.istribution. The increase in nitrate
concentration based on the dry soil weight in the frozen zone (Fig. !A
and-

3) indicated transport by liquid which moved to *he colder

and. r,¡as

immobilized. as

ice.

However, the changes

zone

in concentration of

nitrate in solution from the original conoentrations

(dashed.

lines)

transport from warmer to colder zones of a soil

colurnn

could not be explained. by liquid transport alone.
Vapour

generally results in a circulatory movement of soil moisture. lllrere is
a net evaporation in the warmest segments

a^nd.

a net condensation in

the cold.est segments of the column, with the liquid. thus

prod.uced. moving

from cold.er to wartner zones of the colurnn. If such a ¡nechanism of
moisture tra"nsport r,¡ere i.n operation in the Red River,soilr a

minimum

nitrate concentration on a soil basis as well as on a solution basis
should be located.

at the point of net condensationr

centration should. increase towards the
Red.

River soil (I'ig.

9$. and.

B), there

warm end

T^ras

and

nitrate

con-

of the column. In the

a minimum in nitrate concen-

.7)

IJ

tration in solution at the ice froni or point of
and a graclual increase

iion of the column.

in conceniratíon

These

maximum cond-ensationu

l.ri'i;h d-epth

in the lraflner

polË

characteristics suggest that vapour irans-

pori; may have been partially responsible for nitrate red-isi;ribution

in the soiL columnsu
Freezing of water can cause an excl-usion of sa]Ì; from the ice
phase and. ii;s concentration
shoul-d-

in the resiclu-a] liquid-* If

such an excl"usion

take place d.uring freezing of the soil, nit¡ate concentration

in the fvozen zone should.

shorv

a

d-ecrease based- on

both soil and solution.

There should. also be an increase

in nitrate concentration outsid.e the
ice phase" The increase in nitrate concentration beyond- the ice front
(pig' 9A and. B) suggests that some nitrate l¡as exclud.ed. from the ice"

Hotreveru

in the frozen

zone the decrease

solution could. have been
frorn the

d.u-e

in nitrate concentration in

to vapour transport or exclusion of nitrate

ice or bo-bh"

i'lost d.issol-ved salts r'rill spontaneously d.iffuse through a soLution
frorn r'¡armer
many

to

cool-er areas (Soret

salts in pure soluÌ;ion

(rgAr), such an effect

effect)u Sorei coefficients for

have been calculated. by

may occur

Snorvd-on ancl

Turner

in soils, arthough this has not been

reportecl' fhe Soret effect cannot be stud-ieC. in soils

und.er unsaturated-

cond.itions since free convection should. be absent in order to observe

tl:.is effect" If there

this

rr¡ere thermal

should. appear as an increase

d.iffusion in the

Red-

River soilo

in nitrate concentration near the

surface for positive Soret coefficients and. an increase in the

r,¡armer

soil for negative Soret coefficients"
InterpretaÌ;ion of the experimental results

r.¡as based_ on the
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above

d.iscussion. The results ind.icated. that in the initiat stages

of the experiment both liquid.

and. \¡apour moved. toward.

zone. As the arriving moisture ftoze,
within the soil particles.

some

However, when

nitrate

the freezing

was trapped_

the ice front

became

stationa.ry and. the ice crystals started. to gror"r, nitrate was exclud.ed.

ice. After a steady temperature d.istribution was attained.
and. ice ceased- to form, circulatory flow became important. [lhis
from the

involved. vapour movement
warm end.

to the cold end and. a return flow to the

in the liquid phase.

Consequently

nitrate

accumulated.

the warmest portions of the column. $itrate d.iffusion

soil

remained essentially unchanged

in

in the frozen

with time.

nitrite distributions in the Ca(ttOr)r-treated. Red
River soil at the higher moisture content (fqf") are shown in Fig. 10.
ftre results obtained. in r¡ntreated columns at the same rnoisture content
are shown in Fig. S.20e
Nitrate movement to the frozen zone Í{as indicated in both oneweek and twoq¡eek treatments. Buen though total nitrogen recovery
was less at the higher moisture content (fatte 6), nitrate concentration
on a soil basis in the frozen portion of these columns was higher
than in similarly treated. columns at a lower moisture content (fig.
pA and. B). ftrus nitrate movement to the frozen soil increased. with
Nitrate

and-

an increase ín the moisture content of the soil.

Nitrate concentration in the frozen soiL was almost equal in
the two columns (fig. 104 a^nd 3). This srrggests that there ÏÍas
movement

past the ioe lens once

fhe position of

it

was formed. d.uring

maxirmln concentration

of nitrate

the first

based. on

no

week.

the dry soil
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weight occÌrrred

at the point of greatest ice accurmrlati.on. However,

nitrate concentration in sorution

was lowest

at this point.

lrhis

d.ilutionr either through vapour cond.ensation or exclusion from the
íce phaser

ïüas

also observed. in the drier soil coh:mns (rig. !a and B).

l{itrate concentration in solution

was

high inmediately outside

the frozen zone of both columns. In the one-week treatment (fig. fO*)

this could have been due partly to riquid transport of nitrate to
those d.epths or partly to exclusion of nitrate from the ice phase,
since the concentration based on the d.ry soil weight also showed an

increasee In the

two-q,¡eek

treatment (¡,iS. lOB), however, there

was

no such increase on a d.ry soil basis, so the high concentration in

to moisture loss from that region.
Ttre relatively low nítrate concentration in the unfrozen portion

solution rnust have been

of the

columns was probably d.ue

nitrate concentration
uted.

d-ue

to d.enitrification.

toward. the warm end.

of the

The d.ecrease

column could- be

to a higher d.enitrification rate in the warmer portion of

in

attrib-

the

column.

Nitrite concentration was low behind the freezing front (I'ig.
and. Ð), but it increased toward.s the warm end. of the column. lIhis

lOC

could ha,ve been an indication that denitrification, which was probably
Iow close

to the freezing zorle, increased. with increasing

temperature

in the colu¡nn. Also, a more rapid. rate of d.enitrification in the
warmer segments of the column could have created- a concentration
gradient al-ong which nitrite could have d.iffused. into the cold.er parts
of the column. As the d.uration of the experiment was increased, nitrate
loss in the warmer segments increasea (table 6), the concentration

t5

0s

2D

dista¡rce from co1d. end.

in

cm.

a¡
C\I
o
à
E

Ê

p"

t=tp

a

o

d-rstance from cold end

5

in

cm.

Fig. 10. Ðistribution of No] and tuÇ in ca(No.)r-treated Red. River
soil columns after-being sübjec-ted td ffre thermal- grad.ient
e--

(initiat

moistu.re content =

iq%).
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gradient

soil

became more

steep (Fig. IOB) and. diffusion out of the cold

probably increased..

Denit¡ification

cent moisture. The magnitud-e
content made

it

in the Red. River soil at 54 perof the nitrogen loss at this moisture

was important

impossible

to

separate bioLogical effects from

ical fh¡x in the unfrozen portion of the soil
lrlre closed. system had. an unexpected.

prace d.uring the experiment.

just a limited supply of

columns.

effect on events taking

rt affected soil aeration

orgrgen and- thus

by allowing

eventually provid.ing con-

d.itions favourabre for denitrificationo From Tabl-es 6 and 7
be seen that

total nitrogen

d.id-

pþs-

it

can

not remain constant, but was sometimes

initial nitrogen concentration. This loss together
with the accumulation of nitrite which was observed- in Fig. l0 and
in subsequent experiments provid.ed. evidence of d.enitrification having
occurred in several of the columns.
The resuLts obtained using ASNO, instead of Ca(NOr), in the Red
River soil are shovnr in Fig. 11. After two v¡eeks of exposure to the
rmrch

lower than the

temperature grad.ientr there was some nitrogen and. moisture loss from

the column at the lower initial moisture content (trig. t:.A', Table 6).
The decrease

in nitrogen concentration

solution basis (taUte 6)

on a

soil basis but not on a

may have been caused by

a leak of liquid

contaíning dissolved. nitrate.

of nitrate transport to the colder soil
in the Ca(trlOr)r-treated. column at M percent

There !ùas no evid.ence

similar to that
moisture (¡'iS.

observed

9).

The

nitrate

and moisture loss observed.

AeN0r-treated column probably determined

to

some

in

the

extent the nitrate
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Fig. 11. Distribution of NOI and nO] in AgNO.-treated Red. River soil
columns after bein$ subjecTed to thé thermal gradient for
2 weeks.

B1

distribution in the soiI.
Nitrate concentration in solution in the unfrozen zone was high
d.espite low concentrations on a d.ry

soil basis. This ind.icated. that

there was vapour tra"nsport to the frozen zone. However, there was no
suggestion

of liquid

movement

to the

warm end.

as part of a circulatozy

flow of moisture.
A.t the higher moisture content

$4f,), there vùas no indication

of d-enitrification having occurred in the A.gN0.-treated soil (¡'ig. tl¡,

6).

Table

B¡r comparison,

nitrogen recoverrr

in the ca(ror)r-treated.

at a similar moisture content was low (Fig. 1oB, Tabre 6).
Evidentry the silver ion had. a toxic effect on the denitrifiers in
the soil.
corumn

The

nitrate distribution in Fig.

118 indicated

nitrate

tra.n+

sport to the frozen soil. This was not observed. in a simirarly

(rig. lra). a Írinimun'in
the solution concentration curve at the point of ice accumulation
(4 cm¡ suggested that vapour tra¡rsfer to that depth was in excess of
liquid. transfer. a.t lor¿er d.epths, the high nitrate concentration in
treated. column at a lower moisture content

solution
9a

and-

¡uas

similar to that

3, Fig. 11).

.å,n

accumulation

of the corumn showed that liquid.
column

in some previous columns (nig.
of nitrate in the rùarmer portion

observed

moved, toward.

the warm

end.

of the

into a net evaporation sink.

Nitrate and nitrite d-istribution in the Portage soir

columns

initially at 33 percent moisture a¡rd treated with approximately
200 ppm Ca(trtOr)r-N are shovçn

the untreated.

soil

columns

in X'ig. 12.

are

shown

The

in the

results obtained. in

Append.ix

(Fig, 421).
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llitrate

r.¡as transported-

to the fyozen zone ín both oneq,¡eek

treatmentsu The net incr.ease in nitrate in the frozen
zone lfas greater in the one-ldeek treatment (rig. 12A) than in the
and- ti+o*l-,¡eek

tt'¡o-lueelc treartment
r,¡as al-most
maximu'n

did-

(pig" 128) but i;otal nitrogen (nitrate

equal in the tr.¡o" unrike the

Red,

and-

nitrite)

River soir Ì;he d.epth of

nitrai;e concentration on a d.ry soil basis in the portage soil

not coincid.e v¡i-bh i;he d-epth of

maximum

moisture content"

outsid-e the froze'n zorLe? nitrate concentration on a soil_ as

well as solution basis lrras high" This suggested either nitrate
exclusion from the ice phase or vapour transfer to the freezing soif"
ïiiitrogen loss through d.enitrification vras high in both one*
r,¡eel< and- tr¡o-1"¡eek

in

'i;he tr¿o-r+eek

cold.

treatments,

Hor+ever,

this loss was greater

treatment (Fig" l2s Table T). The nitrite distribu-

tion curves (Fig. r1c anð- D) showed. an accumulation of nitrite at
both the cold- and. r¡arm end.s of the column, The rel-atively high
nitrite concentration in the frozen soil could be attributed- partly
to biological activity prior to freezjrng

and

partly to transport

from Loi.¡er depths,

Fig" t3

shov¡s

the nitrate and nitrite d.istribution in

ca(ttor)r-treated. Portage soir columns after one week and. tr,ro r.¡eeks

of

to the temperature grad.ient at an initial moisture content of 44 percent, Nitrate and. nitrite d.istribution in untreatedexposure

soil

colunurs

that

botl1 moisture transport and-

at the same moisture content are shor,rn in the Append_ix
(pis" l\22)" The distribution of nitrate in the two columns suggests
d.enitrificaiion

r¡rere

contributing

factors in determining Ì;he shape of the d-istribution curve,
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^È
Õ)

Soth treatments showed a net transfer
cold.er region

of the column.

ice front (ris.

134 and

of nitrogen to

the

The low solution concentration

at the

B) suggested a high proportion of moisture

transport in the vapour form.

Nitrate d.istribution in the warmer portion of the corumns
was greatry affected by denitrification. Thus it did not provide
information about the relative importa^nce of liquid. and vapour
transfer.

nitrite d.istribution in the two columns
(¡'ig. 13C and Ð) showed. a higher nitrite concentration in the frozen
A comparison of the

zone

of the

the 3

one-r,ueek

treatment.

cm d.epth was for:nd.

The time reguíred.

to be around. one d.ay, and. it is

whether so nnrch nitrite could. have been prod.uced.

it

rn¡as

frozen.

Thus

to freeze up to

in that

d.oubtful

region before

this introduces the possibil_ity that nitrite

in the warmer region d.iffused. into the frozen layer before
the ice front beca¡ne impermeable to the d.issolved. ions.
Nitrate and. nitrite distribution in the portage soir columns
treated with AgN03 are sho¡m in Fig. 14. Ðenitrification was effectiveryr though not totarly prevented by the silver ion at the lov¡er
moisture content. However, at the higher moisture content nitrogen
produced.

loss through d-enitrification

Nitrate concentration

r^ras

high (Fig.. I4).

based on the

dry soil weight

was high

in the frozen zone of the 3j percent moisture treatment (r'ig. r4a),
indicating that nitrate was transported. there in solution. However,
it can be inferred. from the low concentration in solution that moisture

was transferred.

in the vapour phase

as

welr, thus causing a

+_+

::l
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Fig. 14. Distribution of NO; ana fvd in AgNo.-treated portage
soil coh:-ûns after"being sübjected. to the thermal gradient
fot 2 weeks
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dilution of the soil solution.
ïn the unfrozen soil, after a¡r initiar d.ecrease beyond. the
ice frontr there was a gradual increase in the nitrate concentration
with d.epthr ind.icating that there was internal circulation of moisture.
at the higher moisture content (ufr), nitrate concentration

in the frozen portion of the column indicated. liquid flow into the
frozen soil¡ and. vapour cond.ensation at the freezing front. Tn the
u¡r.frozen

portion of the column, however, nitrate traxrsport was obscured.

by d.enitrification.

nitrite d.istribution curves showed. an increase in nitrite
concentration toward. the vüarmer end. of the column (rig. 14c and. I).
There was some nitrite in the frozen zone of the corumn at 33 per*
cent initial moisture content (eig. 14c). Hovrever, there Íras no
evid.ence of d.enitrification in the frozen zone or nitrate transport
to that zone in l]ne 44 percent moisture treatment, d.espite higher
nitrite levels in the unfrozen soil (Fig. 14Ð).
Nitrate distribution in the untreated. Red. River and portage
soil columns sholrred. some of the characteristics observed. in the
treated. soils (nig. 419 to L22). fhere were indications of both
liquid. and vapour flow toward. the cold soir in these corumns.
Howeverr because of low nitrate concentration in the untreated. soi1,
The

changes

resulting from the apprication of the thermar gradient

were

not as obvious as in the treated. soil.

fn both the Red- River

and Portage

soils, the nitrate ion

acting as a tracer served. to d.istinguish between liquid.
movement. There

I^Ias

and. vapour

generally a net movement of nitrate to the

cotd.

BB

soilr

which was also the d.irection

the tra,nsport of nitrate was
by water

in the liquid

of net movement of moisture. Since

assumed.

to have been d"ue to transport

phase, the resurts would. suggest that liquid

flow occumed. toward. the cold. portion of the columns. Tthile a net

in nitrate concentration

soil basis r,¡as used. as an indicator of liquid. movement to the cold zone of the corumn, a d.ilution
of the nitrate concentration in sorution in that region served to
ind.icate that there was arso transport of water to the frozen soil
in the vapoìr pha,se. Generally a plot of the distribution of nitrate
concentration in solution at d.ifferent d.epths showed a minimum at
the ice front. fhis d.ilution was assurned. to be d.ue to the retention
of condensed. rrapours as ice. The transfer of vapour away from the
increase

soil

on a

in a coneentration of the solution in the
unfrozen portion where nitrate concentration on a soil basis was
equal to or even lower than r^¡hat it was before being subjected to
r:nfrozen

resulted.

the temperature gradient.
fhe accumulation of NO] at the
J
a"nd.

warm end. based. on

both soil

solution concentration was taken as evidence of interrral con-

vection of liquid. resuLting from the condensation of lrapour in the
coLd.

soil¡

and.

its

subsequent return as

a liquid. after a favourable

potential had been established.. This was evid.ent in the
where there vJas no

d.enitrification.

The magnitude
Red.

River

soil

columns

of the net nitrate fh.¡x in the Ca(N0r)r-treatea

increased.

with an i.ncrease in the moisture oontent of

the soil. This effect was observed in the experiments of
as

well as those of

two-¡,¡eek

d.uration.

one-r4reek

The moisture content, however,

qo
vJ

a twofold effect on the nitrate d.istribution in the soil. rt
affected. the amor¡nt of nitrate transported to the frozen soir as
ha,ð.

well as the

amount

of nitrate rost through d.enitrification.

losses were Less in the

Red.

River soil

content on the transport of nitrate
treated. Portage

soil

columns

movement was obscured

Red.

River

soil,

r/rras

thus the effect of moisture

more

obvious. Ic similarly

the effect of moisture content on nitrate

by d.enitrification.

Denitrifying activity
the

and.

so

was

greater in the portage soil than in

total nitrogen

recoverïr v¡as less. This could.

have been d.ue to the higher orga^nic matter content

soil.

such

A high organic matter content

is

of the

portage

to promote a more
rapid d.enitrification through two effects on the soil microflora.
Ït influences the bioLogical oxygen d.ena¡rd. and secondly it furnishes
ene?sr for the growth of the d.enitrifying bacteria a.nd. serves as a
hyd.rogen d.onor

Nitrite

expected.

for the d.enitrifying process.

accumurated in the ca(No3)r-treated Red River

soil

at the higher moisture content but not at the lower moisture content.
Ï:r similarly treated. Portage soil columns nitrite levels were higher
at the lower moisture content.
lhe duration of the

cord. treatment d.id

accumulation i.n the frozen

soil at

not affect nitrate

arqr given moisture content.

rts effect on the internar liquid- circuration and. nitrate accunulation at the warm end. was apparent in the Red. River soil at the
lower moisture content. I:r these columns increasing the d.uration

of the experiment resulted. in
warm

increased.

nitrate accumulation at the

end.. In the other columns there might also have been a similar

9o

effect on liquid. tra"nsport to the
ind.icated by

warm

end.. However, this was not

nitrate distribution in the soil

d.epleted. through

d.enitrification at the

sa¡ne

because

time as

nitrate

was

its transfer

in the liquid.
Substitutíon of Ca(t'tOr), witn

AeNO,

indicated that the silver

ion retarded but d-id not totally eliminate the denitrification

in either soil. Denitrification
at the higher moisture content.

was

process

significant in the Portage soil

[]re resuLts obtained with the AgNO.-treated soils were d.ifferent

in the Ca(luOr)2-treated soil. Moisture movement
was found to be greater in the ca(wor)r-treated tha¡r in the asNo,
treated. soil. It was also fow¡d that ion d.istribution was d.ifferent.
from those obtained

9I

SUTfiUA.RT

AND CONCLUSIONS

The d.ownward movement of nitrogen from

three surface-applied-

nitrogen fertilizers ?ras followed. in two I'[anitoba soils.

carcium

nitrater urea and ammonium sulphate were applied. at the rate of 5oo
lb N per acre to a Red. River clay and. a Portage loam, and, the d.istribution of nitrogen determined. at intervals over an eighteen

period. This

provid-ed.

information about the extent of nitrogen pene-

tration into the field" d.uring a period.
in

week

comparable

to a growing

season

iftanitoba.

Nitrogen movement was found to be d.etermined. by climatic cond.i-

tions

and.

by

the spring

soil characteristics. Nitrate

moved- d.ownward

in the soir profile. llris

greater in the Portage loam tha,:r in the

Red.

rather immobile in the soil for most of the
d-ue

from ca(NOr), annlied in
movement was

River cray. lilitrate
summer

period., probably

to evaporative loss of water from the soil surface.

ment was d.etected.

nitrate

Upward. move-

at both sites d.uring d-ry periods. rn the farl

penetrated.

to lower d.epths since rainfall

evaporation was 1ow. The position
was transfeued- from
Ammonium

was

of

maximum

was higher and

concentration of nitrate

the surface to the 9 or IZ inch

d.epth.

nitrogen from urea rttd (l%)rS0O was retained within

9 or 12 inches of the point of apprication. The movement of nitrogen

in these plots
nitrogen

was less than

d.epend.ed-

in the

on the rate

slow in both soils.

nlots.

Movement

of

of nitrification which was relatively

The d.epth

d.uring the early stages

Ca(NO3)2

of penetration of nitrate

of the field. experiment, but it

r¡ras small

increased.
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as the ratio of NO] to fUif increased. Depths
54
greater in the Portage soil where the rate of

of penetration were
nitrification was more

in the Red River soi1.
The rate of nitrification in the portage soil (pH 8.2) was
more rapid with (uttO)rsoO than with urea. ffhe reverse was trle for
the Red River soil (pE $.J) where armost JJ percent of the total N
in the (utto)rsoo plot was stilr in the mtf, rorm on october B, r97t rapid. than

18 weeks

after application.

in total nitrogen which occurued. on all the plots
tras more marked in the Red River soil than in the Portage soil. Ibis
The d.ecrease

d.ecrease was probably d.ue

ït
absenee

to d.enitrification

was coacLud.ed. from

this field

of a, erop - a cond.ition r¡hich

and. immobiriøation,

experiment

that

should. favour

in

even

nitrate

aocurmrla-

tion in the subsoil - there was no real evidence of nitrogen
easily

moved d.ov¡nwazd. d.uring

being

the summer period..

chlorid.e was appried. to the
moving through

the

soil to

serve as a tracer of water

the soil profile. However, the initially high chloride

levels in the soil

mad.e

cacL, applied.

acre ineffective as a tracer of water

field.

at the rate of

500

lb cl-

per

movement.

in october l!Jr,
but sampres were taken from the Red River soil in the spring and farl
of the following yearr nhe amor¡nt of nitrogen recovered ín the spring
sample ¡¡as lo¡rer tha¡r that for¡¡d. in previous samples. firere r¡¡as also
an apparent upward. movement of nitrogen. It was then decid.ed., as a
resurt of these two find.ings, to sirn¡late winter conditions in the
lflre Portage

laboratory.

experiment was terminated
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coLumn stud.ies úrere

of the transport

in ord.er to investigate some

carried. out

phenomena

that

accompar¡y

the freezing process in

the soil. However, a stud.y of the thawing process which is of
interest a.nd. importance was not canied out.

eqr:al

.tn external temperature gradient of L.5c/cn (-roc to 2oc for a
column 20 cm

in length)

ín

was applied.

each column

study.

Truo

initiat

moisture contents, one arou:rd. fierd. capacity and. the other srightly

higherr and two nitrogen conpounds, ca(ttor),
The moisture

ice

formed.

were chosen.

d.istribution curves showed. an accu¡ûulation of

ice at the freezing front of both
The

and. AgNo3r

Red.

in the Red. River soil

River

was

and. Portage

of a dense

soil

na,ture

columns.

and.

greater in magnitud.e than the porous type of frost fors¡ed. in the
Portage

soil.

The

ice front penetrated to either the {

d.epth and renained. stationarrr

and two weeks period.s

at that

or )

cm

d.epth during both one week

of the experiment. Tlrere !úas no apparent

relationship between the moisture content
Ttre

cm

effect of initial water content

and. d.epth

of ice penetration.

on moisture

distribution

in the Red. River soil columns. [b.e wetter soil
columns showed. a gradient of moisture content in the r¡nfrozen soil
whích r'¡as not present in the d.rier soil columns. Ice accumulation
in the frozen zone appeared. to be less at higher than at lower moiswas observed. onry

ture contentr

and.

the percentage of moisture transferred from the

unfrozen to the frozen zone riras also smaller.
There was increased. transport

of moisture to the cold side

with an increase in the duration of the

soil at

33 percent

initial

coLd.

treatment

in the Portage

moisture content. Such an effect

was

94

not

observed.

RetL

River soil on the other hand., a¡r increase in the d.uration of the

in the soil

cold- treatment resulted.
end-

at higher moisture content. In

columns

in increased moisture transfer to the

of the wetter but not of the d.rier soil
Different electrolytes in the soir

magnitud.e

co1d.

columns.

were found.

to affect the

of moisture movement. fn both soils net moisture transfer

in aeNor-treated
untreated.

the

soil

columns was

less than in either ca(tuor)r-treated or

columns.

of both riquid and vapoul tra^nsport to the
frozen portion of the colu¡nns. High nitrate concentration based on
soil weight in the frozen zone ind.icated liquid transfer to that zone,
Tfiere was evidence

while a d.ilution of the nitrate concentration in solution ind.icated.

transport. This d.ilution

at the point of maximum
ice accurnulationr ind.icating that the contribution of vapour transport
was in excess of that of liquid tra^nsport.
Nitrate and. liquid transport in tbe Red River soil were greater
at the higher than at the lor¿er moisture content. Such an effect was
not observed in the Portage soi.l columns where tUOl was d.epleted through
Jd.enitrification at the higher moisture content.
\¡apour

was greatest

Ïnternal convection of liquid
where

d.enitrification

cond.ensation

of

was minimar

was d.emonstrated.

in some colurnns

or absent. In these

columns the

vapour moving towazd the cold. end. a¡rd, its subseguent

return along a liquid. graclient to the

warm end. resulted.

in

ar¡ aocu¡nu-

lation of nitrate at the warm end. of the column.
There were changes

d.enitrification,

soils.

and.

in nitrate content which were clearly d.ue to

which were related.

Iosses of nitrogen were greater

to the moisture content of the

at the higher moisture

content

95

in both soilsr but of a mrch greater

magnitud.e

in tb.e portage than

in the Red River soil. [be use of A8NO, reduced the rate of denitrification, but did not completeLy irìhibit the process.
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